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ABSTRACT

The nascent Ghanaian horticulture export sector, which emerged in the mid-
1980s, has been ignored by ruling elites, especially after the return to multiparty 
democracy in 1993. Ruling elites across the two party governments between 
1993 and 2008 did not actively pursue initiatives to support the industry. With-
out sustained political support, the types of  public-private coordination of  ac-
tions and investments needed to help the sector expand and upgrade were 
not forthcoming in an effective and timely manner. This private sector-driven 
non-traditional export sector constitutes a neglected opportunity for export 
diversification and building a new agro-industry, and also highlights some of  
the factors explaining why the country’s economy was still dependent on the 
traditional exports of  cocoa and gold by the close of  the 2000s. The political 
challenges to changing the productive structure in Ghana can be found in the 
characteristics of  ruling coalitions – vulnerability of  the ruling elite in power, 
the high fragmentation within ruling coalitions, and their existing sources of  
and strategies for financing the state and the ruling coalition, combined with 
the country’s existing economic structure as well as the size and capabilities of  
domestic capitalists. The characteristics of  ruling coalitions in Ghana shaped 
the incentives facing ruling elites such that the ruling elites were not sufficient-
ly compelled to support new productive sectors, such as horticulture export, 
which did not (yet) provide substantial revenues.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Ghana has not significantly transformed its 
economy, in the sense that it is still dependent 
on a few agricultural exports and mining. In 
particular, the dominant productive sectors 
are cocoa, gold and timber, which are also 
the dominant exports – a situation that has 
characterized the country since the period of  
British colonial rule (roughly 1900 to 1957) 
saw the rise of  these productive export sec-
tors. The nascent manufacturing sector that 
emerged in the post-independence period 
and was predominantly oriented towards the 
domestic market contracted significantly af-
ter rapid trade liberalization in the 1990s. The 
country began producing and exporting oil at 
the close of  2010, but this paper focuses on 
the period up to 2009. For an overview of  the 
economy and the drivers of  economic growth 
since the 1980s, see Whitfield (2011b).

With such an economic structure, Ghana 
faces several challenges in transforming its 
economy. These challenges include (1) build-
ing new competencies by producers and ex-
porters; (2) garnering political support from 
ruling elites for an economic sector that is 
small and not yet important to the economy; 
(3) organizing the industry to achieve com-
mon goals;1 and (4) bureaucrats to gain new 
knowledge and linkages with industry actors. 
The active process of  making a new indus-
try in less developed countries requires both 
public and private actions and the coordina-

tion of  those actions (Ouma and Whitfield 
2012).

The case of  the pineapple export indus-
try is interesting because it sheds light on 
the challenges of  export diversification and 
building new agro-industries in Ghana. The 
pineapple export industry contracted and 
then stagnated in the second half  of  the 
2000s because industry actors could not re-
spond quickly and competitively to shifts in 
European markets (the destination of  Ghana-
ian pineapples), due to the introduction of  a 
new pineapple variety (MD2) in Europe and a 
shift of  European buyers towards this variety. 
The reasons why can be found in examining 
how Ghanaian exporters initially developed 
technological capabilities and the incentives 
and disincentives that entrepreneurs faced to 
further developing their capabilities.2 At the 
heart of  the industry’s crisis was an inability 
of  entrepreneurs to build their technological 
capabilities. 

The story of  the pineapple export indus-
try shows that private entrepreneurs can only 
achieve a certain level of  competitiveness at 
firm level through their individual efforts. 
They eventually run into constraints that they 
cannot overcome by themselves, as individ-
ual firms but also through collective action 
among firms, such as the provision of  large 
infrastructure and access to finance. And new 
productive entrepreneurs with low techno-
logical and entrepreneurial capabilities have 
to learn to learn, which means they require 
incentives and support to invest in learning 
and upgrading. These are the economic chal-
lenges to export diversification.

Strategic state engagement targeting spe-
cific industries is necessary to help overcome 
these economic challenges. However, suc-

1 In this paper, the term industry (or segment) is used to refer 
to production activities revolving around the same or similar 
products (i.e. whole fresh pineapple or whole fresh horticul-
ture crops). The term sector is used to refer to the broader 
value chain that is based on the production and supply of 
horticulture crops, including fresh cut, juiced, and dried. The 
distinction is important because conflicts can occur within 
different industries of the sector, especially in the case of in-
dustrial policy which might aim to support more value-added 
products by minimizing the export of goods lower down the 
value chain. 

2 For a detailed discussion of what happened and why, and the 
failure of the Ghanaian industry to respond adequately, see 
Whitfield (2010). 
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cessful state engagement has certain require-
ments. Such requirements include technocrats 
which shared a heuristic understanding of  the 
industry with industry actors and which had 
strong political support, as well as the conver-
gence of  interests among state officials, poli-
ticians and industry actors, which requires the 
political elite to actively want to support the 
industry.3 These requirements were not met 
in the horticulture export sector in Ghana. 
The types of  public-private coordination of  
actions and investments needed were either 
not forthcoming or occurred on a very lim-
ited scale and did not come at the right time. 
The kind of  collaborative relations between 
the state and the industry that could have fos-
tered such coordination was absent. 

Why the Ghanaian governments should 
have done more than they did to support 
the nascent horticulture export sector is dis-
cussed in Whitfield (2010, 2012). This paper 
focuses on what the Ghanaian governments 
actually did: what kind of  support the state 
provided to the industry and why. In doing 
so, it focuses on the actions and interactions 
of  the ruling political elite, state bureaucrats, 
industry actors and donor agencies. 

The paper also explores why ruling elites 
generally did not actively pursue initiatives 
to support the industry, but rather left it to 
donor projects. Given that none of  the gov-
ernments in power since the 1980s gave sig-
nificant political support to developing hor-
ticulture export in general and the pineapple 
export industry in particular, I have the dif-
ficult task of  explaining a ‘non-event’. In oth-
er words, I have to explain why ruling elites 
neglected the industry. This task can only be 

achieved by keeping in mind the core politi-
cal processes and incentive structures shaping 
the actions of  ruling elites discussed in Whit-
field (2011a) and Whitfield (2011b), because 
by doing so, one can understand exactly what 
preoccupies ruling elites, where they focus 
their attention, and the often contradictory 
pressures that they face. As a result, the paper 
concludes that there are a number of  politi-
cal challenges, in addition to economic chal-
lenges, to export diversification in Ghana that 
must be overcome.

This is the third paper in a four part se-
ries on Ghana within the EPP sub-series of  
DIIS Working Papers, which is publishing the 
findings of  the Elites, Production and Pover-
ty (EPP) collaborative research programme. 
The paper is based on new empirical mate-
rial collected during 2009, 2010, and 2011 
under the Elites, Production and Poverty re-
search programme based at the Danish Insti-
tute for International Studies. It draws on a 
large number of  interviews with horticulture 
producer-exporters, state bureaucrats, donor 
staff, international and Ghanaian consultants, 
and (to the extent possible) political elites. In 
many cases, key informants were interviewed 
repeatedly over the course of  three years. The 
paper also draws on a wide range of  unpub-
lished literature such as donor project reports, 
consultancy reports, and other materials pro-
duced by and about the horticulture export 
sector in Ghana. The unpublished written 
sources are cited in footnotes, while for the 
sake of  simplicity and anonymity, the inter-
viewees are listed in full in the References 
section at the end of  the paper.

1.1  The analytical framework
As argued by Whitfield and Therkildsen 
(2011), ruling elites choose policies and im-
plementation arrangements as part of  their 

3 For a discussion of these factors, see Whitfield and Therkild-
sen (2011), Buur and Whitfield (2011), and Maxfield and 
Schneider (1997), as well as specific empirical cases such as 
Brautigam (2005) on Mauritius and Perez-Aleman (2000) on 
Chile.
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strategies for maintaining ruling coalitions 
and/or winning elections. Such strategies 
affect certain features, which sectors they 
support, and how capable they are of  imple-
menting them, but they do so through a set 
of  intervening processes, which are graphi-
cally depicted in Figure 1. The structural and 
formal democratic institutional settings, in 
which ruling elites operate, influence how 
ruling coalitions are put together. In particu-
lar, they shape three key characteristics of  a 
ruling coalition: its degree of  vulnerability, 
its degree of  fragmentation, and the way in 
which it is financed. 

Given these characteristics, the needs of  
ruling elites to maintain their ruling coalition 
and to win elections have three important ef-
fects on the features of  policy choices and 
their implementation. First is the time hori-
zon of  ruling elites in choosing policies; that 
is whether ruling elites aim at quick results and 
immediate rewards or whether they are will-

ing to pursue policies that are important for 
building and upgrading industries but whose 
effects are not immediately visible. Second is 
the ability of  ruling elites to shift the alloca-
tion of  state resources. Third is the capacity 
of  ruling elites to implement or enforce their 
policies, particularly when they involve a re-
allocation of  state resources or changes in the 
‘rules of  the game’

Two key factors drive ruling elites to pur-
sue initiatives to build productive sectors and 
also shape the success or failure of  ruling 
elites in implementing them. The most im-
portant factor is that ruling elites (or a group 
of  ruling elites) have close relations with the 
relevant productive entrepreneurs. Close re-
lations, in turn, only emerge when both rul-
ing elites and capitalists have mutual interests 
in collaborating. But mutual interests are not 
enough. Ruling elites also have to ensure the 
necessary bureaucratic capabilities to imple-
ment specific policies. Their ability to do so 
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Figure 1.  Intervening processes shaping the policy choices of ruling elites
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depends on having enough control over the 
factional and individual demands within their 
ruling coalition and over competent and loyal 
state bureaucrats. The competence of  bu-
reaucrats includes both their technical knowl-
edge of  the industry and their embeddedness 
in the industry understood in terms of  their 
close relations with industry actors. In sum, 
‘mutual interests’ and ‘bureaucratic capabili-
ties’ are necessary to produce sustained politi-
cal support, because they determine whether 
a group of  ruling elites have the desire and 
ability to direct the formulation, financing 
and implementation of  initiatives to support 
the development of  a sector, or an industry 
within a sector. We refer to a group of  rul-
ing elites, because it is often the case that all 
ruling elites are behind particular strategies, 
but rather it is the ability of  the ruling elites 
driving certain strategies to either push them 
through in the face of  internal opposition 
within the ruling coalition or to co-opt op-
posing ruling elites onto their side.

1.2  The argument
Ruling elites across governments from 1982 
through 2008 were not significantly compelled 
to support the nascent horticulture export sec-
tor because they did not have enough incen-
tives to do so. The argument presented here 
about why the ruling elites’ incentives were 
weak is based on our understanding of  why 
ruling elites support productive sectors em-
bodied in the analytical framework outlined 
above. The weak incentives can be thought of  
as political challenges. The horticulture export 
sector was not yet economically important, in 
terms of  financing the state or providing em-
ployment or incomes. The relevant productive 
entrepreneurs did not have significant hold-
ing power in terms of  ability to inflict harm 
to ruling elite by withholding investment or 

production. And the relevant productive en-
trepreneurs are not politically important, in 
terms of  financing ruling coalitions.

As a result, the horticulture export sector 
could be ignored because the political con-
sequences of  ‘doing nothing’ were not big. 
In making trade-offs, ruling elites focused 
their attention and allocation of  resources 
elsewhere. After the return to democratic 
rule in 1993, ruling elites across both gov-
ernments focused on initiatives that could 
deliver relatively quick and visible benefits to 
a large number of  people. Thus, the content 
of  initiatives supporting the horticulture ex-
port sector, which were largely donor-driven 
and donor-financed, were shaped to meet 
these objectives, which generally coincided 
with the objectives of  donor agencies. State 
bureaucrats in the part of  the state appara-
tus responsible for implementing initiatives 
to support horticulture did not receive politi-
cal support nor the material and human re-
sources.

Ruling elites across both governments did 
not need the horticulture export sector as a 
significant source of  state revenue or for-
eign exchange, despite economic crisis in the 
1980s. From the 1980s onwards, foreign aid 
and ‘policy rents’ increased, and traditional 
domestic sources of  finances and foreign 
exchange were rehabilitated, particularly the 
gold and cocoa export sectors (see Whitfield 
2011a,b). Policy rents refer to the revenue 
earned by the Ghanaian governments for 
meeting conditions set in concessional loan 
agreements with the World Bank and the In-
ternational Monetary Fund.4 The ruling elite 
generally neglected the horticulture export in-
dustry because they could, and because they 
had other things to focus on that seemed polit-

4 See Hutchful (2002: 165) and a more detailed discussion of 
policy rents in Whitfield (2011a).
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ically and economically more important. Hor-
ticulture export was not an important pillar of  
the economy in terms of  foreign exchange, 
government revenue or employment, thus the 
emerging horticulture producer-exporters did 
not have structural (economic power). Fur-
thermore, the horticulture entrepreneurs did 
not provide an important source of  financing 
for either of  the political parties.

Ruling elites across governments were also 
not compelled by horticulture entrepreneurs 
or their industry associations, because there 
were no mutual interests between (sections 
of) ruling elites and horticulture entrepre-
neurs. The pineapple export industry was, 
and still is, dominated largely by domestic 
entrepreneurs. These emerging entrepreneurs 
did not have political influence in either the 
NDC or NPP ruling coalitions. The excep-
tion was the owner of  Combined Farms, one 
of  the first investors in pineapple export, in 
relation to the Provisional National Defence 
Council (PNDC) and the first NDC govern-
ment, but he was not interested in getting 
government support for industry-collective 
goods, but rather maintaining his dominant 
position by keeping other firms from rising. 
Notably, the horticulture export sector does 
not offer easy opportunities for political elites 
to extract rents from the industry, for exam-
ple through kickbacks on contracts, and it 
does not require loyalty to the government 
to survive due to dependence of  state-pro-
vided goods or services, as for example the 
timber industry where businesses depend on 
accessing timber concessions from the gov-
ernment. 

Thus, horticulture entrepreneurs were not 
an important source of  financing for rul-
ing coalitions. What the story of  Combined 
Farms, discussed later, shows is the negative 
consequences for productive entrepreneurs 
of  being too closely aligned with one set of  

ruling elites because the ruling elites in power 
change rather frequently in Ghana. Staying 
neutral may be a survival strategy of  horti-
culture exporters, with the result that they are 
not impeded when the group of  ruling elites 
changes, but neither are they supported by 
any group of  ruling elites in power. However, 
this point is difficult to prove through sub-
stantial evidence and remains a speculation.

As a result, government efforts to sup-
port the horticulture export sector have been 
largely driven by donor-funded projects. As 
a consequence of  their donor-driven nature, 
initiatives to support the sector have not in-
volved shifting the allocation of  resources or 
changing formal or informal rules governing 
the distribution of  economic benefits or re-
sources. The types of  initiatives pursued did 
not involve much, if  any, potential conflicts 
with respect to different interests among 
members of  the ruling elite or constituencies 
in the ruling coalition. Rather, the initiatives 
were generally about the distribution of  tech-
nical support and additional resources beyond 
what would be provided by domestic resourc-
es in government budgets and by organiza-
tions such as banks. Donor projects could 
be thought of  as one-off  rents. Horticulture 
entrepreneurs with less technical capabilities 
and capital did attempt to capture these aid-
created rents. Furthermore, most growth-
constraining issues in the industry have gone 
unaddressed, as discussed in Whitfield (2010). 
Tackling these issues could potentially create 
conflicts for ruling elites because they involve 
shifting the allocation of  resources, selective 
access to economic benefits for a small group 
of  entrepreneurs, greater concentration on 
specific geographic areas in the country, and 
actions affecting land tenure institutions. 

The prevalence of  initiatives with low 
political costs also can be explained by the 
characteristics of  ruling coalitions under the 
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Fourth Republic (1993+) where the political 
party in opposition is very strong and able 
to draw voters away from the ruling party at 
elections. Thus, neither ruling party wants 
to take significant political risks when it is in 
power. Ruling elites’ preferences for what to 
include in initiatives were shaped by a need 
to deliver as soon as possible visible benefits 
to a large section of  the population. In agri-
culture, these preferences lead ruling elites to 
focus on smallholder farmers.

The upshot of  the incentive structure facing 
ruling elites for the horticulture export sector 
was blips of  support from individual ruling 
elites, but no sustained political support. The 
blips of  government support described below 
are the result of  personal networks (family, 
friends), or pressure from technocrats (within 
and outside the state bureaucracy) that proved 
short-lived or undermined exactly because 
there was no significant political support from 
ruling elites at the time.

The rest of  the paper provides evidence 
to substantiate this argument. It is arranged 
chronologically by government periods. For 
each period, the relevant policy initiatives are 
presented and the analysis focuses on (1) who 
drove the initiatives: ruling elites, donor staff, 
state bureaucrats, or industry actors; and (2) 
when ruling elites showed interest, what kind 
of  initiatives did they support and why. An-
nex A at the end of  the paper summarizes 
the main features of  the initiatives described 
in the paper.

2.  OVERVIEW OF THE HORTI- 
CULTURE EXPORT SECTOR

Since economic reforms started in the mid-
1980s in Ghana, horticulture crops grew 
only modestly in their contribution to non-
traditional exports, from USD 1 million in 

1987 to USD 46 million in 2008.5 To put 
this in perspective, total exports in Ghana 
grew from about USD 862 million in 1987 
to about USD 5.3 billion in 2008.6 Horticul-
ture products collectively are one of  the larg-
est categories of  non-traditional exports in 
Ghana, but even then they comprise a very 
small percentage of  the total revenue from 
non-traditional exports, as Figure 2 indicates. 
While many types of  non-traditional exports 
exist, they are exported in small volumes. As 
a result, substantive industries around them 
have not emerged. Furthermore, when total 
non-traditional exports are compared to to-
tal revenue from cocoa and gold exports (see 
Figure 3 in Whitfield 2011b), it becomes clear 
that the economy is still dominated by these 
traditional exports (since the colonial period) 
and has not been significantly transformed. 
For example, while palm oil and tropical 
fruits were the two main non-traditional ex-
port commodities in 2007, they accounted for 
only 4 percent of  total agricultural exports, 
while cocoa accounted for about 50 percent 
(Breisinger et al. 2008: 5). 

Whole fresh pineapple was Ghana’s major 
horticulture export product from the 1980s 
through the 2000s (see Figure 2).7 It was the 
basis on which Ghana’s horticulture export 
sector was founded, and it continued to dom-
inate fresh fruit and vegetable exports. While 
other horticulture products are produced in 
Ghana, none have ‘taken-off ’ to the extent 
that pineapple did, and none include a criti-
cal mass of  commercial producer-exporters 
and smallholder producers. Mango exports 

5 Statistic obtained from the Ghana Export Promotion Coun-
cil, 2008.
6 For data on total exports, see Figure 3 in Whitfield 
(2011b).
7 The rest of the paper refers to ‘pineapple’ as shorthand for 
fresh whole pineapple export industry.
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increased slowly, passing the 1,000 tons mark, 
and looked set to rise further due to increased 
planting. Papaya was volatile, marking just 
over 1,000 tons in 2007, but fell back again 
and was dependent mainly on two compa-
nies. Bananas increased significantly due to 
production by a subsidiary of  a multinational 
firm. A number of  minor tropical fruit crops 
and Asian vegetables and chillies were being 
produced for export in minor quantities.8 

Minimally processed fruit exports began 
at the turn of  the millennium and garner a 
higher value than whole fresh exports, but 
this segment of  the sector relied on one 
company until the mid-2000s when a few 
other companies emerged.9 All of  the com-

panies exporting ‘fresh cut’ horticulture 
products are foreign-owned or joint ven-
tures between foreign and Ghanaian inves-
tors. Notably, a majority of  the companies 
exporting whole fresh horticulture prod-
ucts are Ghanaian, especially in the pineap-
ple industry. There have been various at-
tempts in other value-added products such 
as juice and dried fruits. Around 2009, the 
fruit juice segment of  the sector expanded 
with the emergence of  several new juic-
ing factories, forming a small cluster in the 
Nsawam area just outside the capital city 
Accra. The juicing segment had a larger 
percentage of  domestic capital and owner-
ship than the fresh cut. At the time of  this 
study, the expansion was still in its infant 
stages, but it was clear that most companies 
were targeting the domestic market and 
West African markets, at least initially. The 
dried segment took off  a bit later than the 
juicing segment, with some investments in 
the mid-2000s but major investments more 

Figure 2.  Non-traditional exports, horticultural exports and pineapple exports, 1990-2007

Source: Created by the author with data supplied by the Ghana Export Promotion Council, Accra, 2009.

8 (NRI) Natural Resources Institute. 2010. Ghana Export 
Horticulture Cluster Strategic Profile Study, Part II: Recom-
mended Actions & Part III: Background Papers. Prepared for 
the World Bank, The Republic of Ghana Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture, and EU All ACP Agricultural Commodities Pro-
gramme.
9 On the global fresh cut fruit industry and the scene in Gha-
na, see Ouma (forthcoming 2012). 
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recently in 2011.10 Figure 3 indicates who 
produced pineapples, the various tracks 
the pineapple could take in terms of  the 
export of  whole fresh pineapple or use in 
processing domestically, as well as the com-
panies involved as of  2009. While keeping 
the whole horticulture export sector in per-
spective, this study focuses on the pineap-
ple segment of  the industry and on devel-
opments up to 2009/10.

Ghana began exporting pineapples to 
Europe in small quantities in the mid-1980s 
and exports grew slowly.2 At that time, Côte 
d’Ivoire almost monopolized the supply of  
fresh pineapples to the European market 
from West Africa. Ghana carved out a niche 
in the European market as a primary supplier 

of  top quality pineapples shipped by air, and 
in the second half  of  the 1990s began ship-
ping pineapples by sea. However, from 2005 
Ghana’s pineapple export industry went into 
crisis, total exports decreased and the indus-
try was restructured. Just before the crisis, 
pineapple production for export was split 
between approximately 12 large farms (300-
700 ha), about 40 medium farms (20-150 ha) 
and possibly as many as 10,000 smallhold-
ers (0.2-10 ha). The crisis led to the exit of  
smallholders from export production and to 
the collapse of  many medium and large pro-
ducer-exporters.3 In 2009, total pineapple ex-
ports began to rebound, but production had 
become concentrated among a handful of  
very large farms. 

The contraction and stagnation of  the 
fresh pineapple export industry in the sec-
ond half  of  the 2000s, as well as the inability 

Figure 3.  Pineapple supply chain (as of 2009)*

Source: Peter Jaeger (personal communication), modified by the author.
* The farmers refer only to pineapple production, but the processing companies (in juice, fresh cut, dried) also in-
clude other fruits such as mango and orange.
Note: HPW Services is a Swiss category manager and exporter who organized the exports of  four major Ghanaian 
pineapple exporters. It has an office in Ghana and is heavily ‘invested’ in the domestic Ghanaian landscape.

10 These investments are not indicated in Figure 2, but include 
drying facilities at Bomarts and HPW Services.
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of  other fresh horticulture export products 
to ‘take-off ’ on a significant scale, indicates 
that the once flourishing horticulture export 
sector was foundering. Problems in the pro-
duction of  fresh fruit would also affect the 
emerging fruit processing industry in terms 
of  reducing the supply base. Several initia-
tives implemented jointly by a donor agency 
and the government were designed and im-
plemented in the 1990s and increasingly in 
the 2000s with the aim of  supporting hor-
ticulture producers and exporters, especially 
in pineapple, to expand and later to adapt to 
changes in the European market. Unfortu-
nately, these initiatives had limited results in 
achieving those goals, as shown in this paper 
and also in Whitfield (2010). 

Even though the horticulture export sec-
tor was not a key economic pillar in Ghana 
during the period studied, it has the potential 
to become one. Ghana is a fruit-producing 
country, producing more than 250,000 tons 
of  fruit per year, but it does not add value 
to a significant share of  this output through 
either exporting or processing.11 Ghana faces 
problems of  scale, which in turn are the re-
sult of  problems with access to finance and 
with sourcing sufficient quantities of  fruit 
of  the right quality and low enough cost. 
The country can generate wealth from fruit 
by exporting it and by moving into various 
forms of  processing for domestic, regional 
and export consumption. The fruit global 
value chains have many strands, such as fresh, 
dried, canned, juice, specialty, and as interme-
diary inputs in other food-processing indus-
tries. And fruit global value chains are not as 
concentrated and controlled by a few multi-

national firms as in cocoa/chocolate manu-
facture.

Exported fresh fruit fetches a much higher 
price than fruit on the domestic market, from 
three to five times more. Thus, fresh horti-
culture products, especially fruit, are consid-
ered a high value crop. The global fruit ex-
port market is worth USD 50bn at export 
prices, and has grown at almost 20 percent 
per year in the period 2006 to 2008. Increas-
ing prices are due to increasing demand for 
fresh fruit not only in the traditional markets 
of  Europe and North America, but also due 
to rising growth in demand from Eastern Eu-
rope, Russia and the Middle East. Importing 
countries are willing to pay for access to fresh 
fruit all year round, although prices depend 
on the degree of  competition among export-
ers. And new technologies, faster transport 
and improved storage have facilitated trade in 
fresh fruits over the last two decades. Ghana 
has several sources of  comparative advantage 
in the tropical fruit market, such as the ability 
to offset growing seasons of  northern hemi-
sphere countries and physical proximity to 
key markets in Europe. The growing middle 
class and the growing presence of  supermar-
kets in Ghana also provide domestic market 
opportunities. Lastly, there are a large number 
of  horticulture crops that can grow in Ghana, 
and thus a high potential to diversify its prod-
uct range, and it can have positive spillovers 
in terms of  modernizing agricultural produc-
tion in food crops.

Fruit also has huge potential for agro-
processing, if  the supply base can be created. 
Processing allows for extending the useful 
life of  fruit, an outlet for non-export grade 
fruit, and adding value. Fruit processing can 
also create basic agro-processing capabilities 
among firms in Ghana, which can be used 
as a foundation from which to move into 
more complex fruit-processing industries or 

11 This paragraph and the next are based on data and analysis 
presented in ‘The Value Capture Opportunity in Fruit’, a re-
port by the African Center for Economic Transformation and 
Dalberg Global Development Advisors , draft unpublished, 
October 2011.
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into other agro-industries. In other words, 
it helps to create initial manufacturing com-
petencies. Fruit processing is also labour in-
tensive and thus can be an important source 
of  low-skilled jobs. Given its size, growth, 
the availability of  a local market and scope 
for positive spillovers in terms of  develop-
ment of  industrial capabilities, juice process-
ing appears to be the most important and 
attractive processed fruit sector. 

In sum, within the fruit value chains there 
are many opportunities for getting more val-
ue from fresh fruit and from moving into 
processing. However, taking advantage of  
these opportunities requires building new 
capabilities among entrepreneurs and the 
labour force as well as coordinated invest-
ments between businesses and the state. 
Creating a competitive fresh fruit export 
industry requires supply chain excellence in 
terms of  logistics and standards. Creating a 
profitable fruit-processing sector requires 
integrating fruit producers with processors 
to provide high volumes of  low cost raw 
material, access to finance, high quality lo-
gistics and skilled management. Ghana’s 
nascent horticulture export sector, with its 
small fresh fruit export industry and even 
smaller processing industries (juice, dried 
and specialty such as fresh cut), has many 
challenges to overcome in order to realize 
its potential. These economic challenges in-
clude incentives for investment and access 
to finance, market linkages between produc-
ers and exporters or producers and proces-
sors, achieving scale, creating good logistics 
and transport, and meeting safety and qual-
ity standards for export (see also Whitfield 
2010). A successful horticulture export sec-
tor must overcome these challenges and 
increasingly gain more value from the pro-
duction of  fruit. The by-products will be 
increased jobs and incomes, building manu-

facturing capabilities and possibly significant 
effects on increasing productivity of  agricul-
ture more generally.

3.  PNDC GOVERNMENT PERIOD 
(1982-1992)

The policies to revive production capac-
ity of  export sectors were macroeconomic 
measures carried out by the Ministry of  Fi-
nance from 1984 onwards. These included 
devaluation, exchange rate and foreign ex-
change liberalization, fiscal concessions to 
non-traditional exports, duty free import 
of  agriculture inputs for export production, 
rehabilitation of  infrastructure, and privati-
zation of  agricultural input delivery systems 
(Obeng 1994; Anyemedu 1991). In the early 
1980s, it was difficult for entrepreneurs to 
acquire foreign exchange for imports, and 
getting access to import licenses was dif-
ficult. Pineapple exporters were given ac-
cess to import licenses from the Ministry 
of  Trade and Industry to import machinery, 
packing cartons and chemicals necessary for 
production. Exporters were allowed to keep 
20 percent of  their earnings in foreign cur-
rency, although restrictions on the retention 
of  foreign exchange were gradually removed 
over the course of  the 1980s as the economy 
recovered and the economic reasons for the 
retention scheme disappeared. The emerg-
ing pineapple export industry benefited 
from these changes.

Targeted support to expand pineapple 
exports was spearheaded by the Secretary 
(equivalent to Minister) for Trade and Indus-
try during 1987 and 1988, and implemented 
in conjunction with the Ghana Export Pro-
motion Council, which was a government 
agency under that Ministry. The actions im-
plemented by the Secretary, referred to as the 
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Pineapple Production Expansion Program, 
are described in Whitfield (2010). The ques-
tions to ask here are what motivated the po-
litical elite to intervene, why the interventions 
were short-lived, and how they were imple-
mented successfully.

The country was in a severe economic cri-
sis, and the political elite of  the PNDC oper-
ated within a crisis mode. Cocoa was the key 
pillar of  the economy; everything revolved 
around it. Cocoa was the main source of  
foreign exchange and government revenue. 
But low cocoa prices in the 1980s reduced 
the ability of  cocoa exports to play these 
roles. Over-reliance on cocoa was a vulner-
able strategy and one that was coming up 
short. Yet the country was producing little 
else that could be exported. However, the se-
verity of  the economic crisis was weakened 
by the policy rents available from the Bret-
ton Woods institutions. Foreign aid went up 
drastically in the second half  of  the 1980s. 
The initiatives to support horticulture ex-
ports in the 1980s were driven by a few indi-
vidual ruling elites linked to the Ministry of  
Trade and Industry. There was no consensus 
on supporting horticulture exports among 
the top ruling elites, so when the key indi-
vidual driving the initiative fell out with J.J. 
Rawlings, the leader of  the PNDC govern-
ment, and thus out of  the ruling elite, politi-
cal support dissipated. The composition of  
the PNDC ruling elite was highly volatile. 
The ruling coalition was composed of  dif-
ferent factions who did not have a political 
base of  their own, so it was held together by 
Rawlings, who decided who was in and out 
(see Whitfield 2011a). The rivalry among the 
top producer-exporters in the industry and 
their low technological and entrepreneurial 
capabilities meant that they did not consti-
tute a significant force demanding support 
from the government.

3.1  Momentary support for 
horticulture exports
When the PNDC took over the state ap-
paratus in 1982, the Ministry of  Trade and 
Industry was focused on importing goods 
and distributing them through large foreign 
companies. The Ghana Export Promotion 
Council, established back in 1969, had little to 
export. The new Secretary of  Trade and In-
dustry in 1987 decided to go back a step and 
support production for export. He and the 
politically appointed head of  the Ghana Ex-
port Promotion Council surveyed the market 
opportunities in Europe and what was hap-
pening in Ghana. The Secretary concluded 
that the country’s main problem was on the 
supply side, and exports would only increase 
through interventions to support production. 
Most non-traditional exports at that time 
were horticulture crops. The nascent horti-
culture export industry emerged based purely 
on private initiatives, so the Secretary decided 
to support these entrepreneurs through the 
pineapple production expansion programme.

The main aspects of  the intervention in-
cluded a soft loan credit facility (because 
interest rates were very high) as well as or-
ganizing access to planting material from 
the Ivory Coast and finding export mar-
kets.12 The Secretary of  Trade and Industry 
could not finance the programme through 
the budget. The Secretary of  Finance (i.e. 
Finance Minister) was focused on balancing 
the budget, so the Secretary of  Trade and 
Industry pursued the issue on his own. He 
raised capital through informal means. Sec-
retaries at that time had a lot of  discretion. 
In the climate of  devaluation at that time, he 
made money through currency speculation 

12 For more details, see Whitfield (2010). Not all of the pro-
ducer-exporters supported under the program produced 
pineapple, but it was the dominant product.
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using bulk purchase of  goods for ministries, 
and used the profit to finance the pineapple 
loan facility.

The newly formed Horticulture Associa-
tion of  Ghana was plagued by a rivalry be-
tween the two largest producer-exporters at 
that time, which undermined collective ac-
tion within the industry and had the affect 
of  limiting the growth of  the smaller pro-
ducer-exporters. State intervention through 
the pineapple production expansion pro-
gramme helped to mediate this conflict. The 
Secretary of  Trade and Industry convinced 
the owner of  the largest exporting compa-
ny that it was in his interest for the whole 
industry to grow, rather than to remain ‘a 
big fish in a small pond’. The programme 
also encouraged a limited amount of  co-
ordination within the industry in terms of  
what was required to receive the assistance. 
The Secretary worked with the Associa-
tion to select eight of  the biggest produc-
ers to receive soft loans in the first round, 
with the remaining eight to receive loans in 
the second round. He demanded that they 
produce business plans for expansion, but 
apparently there were no other conditions 
attached to the loans. It is difficult to sub-
stantiate whether the loans were paid back. 
The second batch of  producers never bene-
fited from the financial support, because the 
Secretary resigned.

What was the motivation of  this particu-
lar Secretary of  Trade and Industry to cre-
ate the pineapple production expansion pro-
gramme? He was part of  the new generation 
of  young, well-educated, radicalized Ghana-
ians who were called upon and were willing 
to join Rawlings’ PNDC regime under the 
premise of  change. The initiative was not part 
of  patronage holding together the political 
networks of  the PNDC regime, and the pine-
apple producers were not politically linked 

to the higher factions of  the PNDC. Rather, 
the initiative seems to have been based on a 
combination of  economic rationale and in-
formal networks. Regarding the latter, the 
Secretary was close friends with several of  
the new horticulture capitalist farmers. No-
tably, the one-off  rent was provided to the 
largest half  of  the producer-exporters and 
not just to his friends. However, it cannot be 
ruled out that the Secretary himself  did not 
benefit, as he had his own pineapple farm at 
the time and he had been charged with cor-
ruption under his previous post as Secretary 
of  the Interior. The Secretary resigned his 
post and the PNDC altogether in Decem-
ber 1988. One side of  the story is that he fell 
out with Rawlings or some in the top circle 
of  the PNDC and was being persecuted on 
trumped-up charges. The other side is that he 
was involved in corruption scandals and was 
being harassed for that reason.13 

In the early 1990s, just before the return to 
multiparty rule, the PNDC sought to produce 
its ‘own’ businessmen among its political elite, 
but notably none of  these efforts at primi-
tive accumulation of  capital were through 
the horticulture export industry or resulted 
in investments in that industry.14 Notably, 
PNDC ruling elites who were aware of  op-
portunities in pineapple export industry, as in 
the case of  Kwamena, Kwesi and Ato Ahwoi 
(they were brothers) did not use their political 
positions within the government to enter the 
horticulture export industry but rather went 
for cashew and then cocoa and started a co-
coa-licensed buying company in 1992 called 
Cashpro (see Whitfield 2011a). Kwesi Ahwoi 

13 ‘Ghana: PNDC man in bribes scandals’, West Africa 9-15 
April 1990, p.598.
14 The term primitive accumulation refers to accumulation 
which does not result from capitalist production processes 
but rather through political interventions that transfer re-
sources or rights over control of resources. 
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was the head of  the Ghana Export Promo-
tion Council and worked directly with the 
Secretary of  Trade and Industry to design 
and implement the pineapple production ex-
pansion programme. Why did he choose to 
enter the cocoa export industry rather than 
horticulture? This probably had to do with 
differences between the two export indus-
tries. Cocoa was almost entirely linked to the 
state (so state connections could be used) and 
involved little risk or knowledge of  produc-
tion. Cocoa-licensed buying agents benefited 
from state-provision of  loans and a secure 
market. They bought cocoa from farmers and 
then sold it to the Cocoa Board. The limited 
number of  cocoa-buying licenses given out 
in the early years of  liberalization meant easy 
profits.

3.2  Taking the lead: Ghana Export 
Promotion Council
The Ghana Export Promotion Council was 
a weak government agency that lacked re-
sources and staff. However, as described 
above, for a brief  moment it had support 
from the Secretary of  Trade and Industry 
and some internally generated resources, 
which allowed effective implementation 
of  the programme before the Secretary re-
signed. After the Secretary left, the Head 
of  the Council continued some support 
for horticulture export with the limited re-
sources that he could find and the support 
of  a few key staff. But the short duration 
of  political support meant that the agency 
was not strengthened, and new institutional 
capacities to support non-traditional exports 
through this agency were not built.

Council staff  lacked knowledge about hor-
ticulture production and marketing, but they 
compensated for that by importing foreign ex-
pertise to provide it and to share it with Gha-

naian state bureaucrats.15 Between 1987 and 
the early 1990s, several international consult-
ants provided support to pineapple producers 
on production and marketing, funded by the 
Commonwealth Secretariat, the International 
Trade Centre in Geneva, and the United Na-
tions Development Programme. 

At the same time, bureaucrats in the Ghana 
Export Promotion Council focused on the needs 
of  the industry as a whole and worked directly 
with industry actors to design and implement the 
pineapple production expansion programme. 
Pineapple producer-exporters were not very 
organized and suffered from internal collective 
action problems, but state engagement with the 
Horticulture Association of  Ghana seemed to 
help overcome some of  the problems, though 
definitely not all. There were some state-driven 
incentives for collective action in the industry, 
but not much, and thus perhaps the effects on 
industry organization were limited.

4.  NDC GOVERNMENT PERIOD 
(1993-2000)

There were two initiatives in the 1990s which 
contained components targeting horticulture 
exports. One was the USAID Trade and In-
vestment Program (1993 to 1998) and its se-
quel, the Trade and Investment Reform Pro-
gram (1998 to the early 2000s).16 Second was 

15 In addition to helping pineapple producer-exporters, in the 
early 1990s the Council selected a number of vegetable pro-
ducers for support, also through foreign consultants who as-
sisted with production and marketing.
16 Information on Trade and Investment Program comes from 
interviews and secondary sources referring to it. Sources 
on Trade and Investment Reform Program are ‘Ghana Trade 
and Investment Reform Program USAID/Ghana, Project Final 
Evaluation, March 2003, submitted by Management Systems 
International (external evaluation); and USAID/Ghana Trade 
and Investment Reform Program Increased Private Enterprise 
Performance Component, Final Report, July 2005, submitted 
by AMEX International.
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the Agriculture Diversification Project fund-
ed by a World Bank loan that targeted the oil 
palm, coffee, rubber and horticulture sectors 
and which took most of  the 1990s to imple-
ment. Both of  these initiatives were driven in 
their formulation and implementation by do-
nor agencies, and the attention to horticulture 
was subsumed under a broader approach to 
export diversification. 

The extended USAID programme was 
very large in scope. It included two broad 
components: one aimed at policy reforms in 
many areas and one aimed at private sector 
enterprises in non-traditional exports. The 
contents of  the USAID programmes were 
determined by the winning bidder for the con-
tract within the broad parameters set out by 
USAID, and were implemented entirely out-
side the government’s bureaucratic structure. 
AMEX International and two international 
NGOs won the bid and were the implement-
ing agents for the private enterprises compo-
nent. The project implementation evaluation 
emphasizes the very broad and unfocused na-
ture of  this component. Many different types 
of  industries were included, and the process 
of  choosing firms was ad hoc. The USAID 
programme had one major impact on the 
horticulture export industry: it facilitated the 
shift to sea freighting and the emergence of  
the Sea-freight Pineapple Exporters of  Gha-
na (see Whitfield 2010). Other aspects of  the 
programme only had tangential effects on the 
industry. 

The horticulture component of  the Agri-
cultural Diversification Project explicitly built 
on the work started by Ghana Export Pro-
motion Council in the late 1980s. World Bank 
staff  observed the effects of  the pineapple 
production expansion programme and the 
new smallholder pineapple farms that were 
springing up in the pineapple belt. The World 
Bank pushed for the horticulture component. 

The Project Implementation Unit was initially 
located within the Export Council. However, 
implementation by the Council was not satis-
factory for the World Bank, so project man-
agement was moved to the Ministry of  Food 
and Agriculture where a small Horticulture 
Development Unit was eventually established 
within the Crops Services Directorate. 

Implementation of  the horticulture com-
ponent had two main aspects: technical assist-
ance and the creation of  a pineapple export 
company owned by smallholder farmers. The 
technical side largely targeted large and medi-
um farmers and included the development of  
agronomic packages for production, training 
for farmers and for the Horticulture Associa-
tion of  Ghana, participation in internation-
al trade fairs, visit to the Ivory Coast, study 
tours of  pineapple production in other coun-
tries, and rehabilitation of  roads in pineapple-
growing areas. An international consultant 
worked in the Unit to provide assistance on 
increasing productivity by adapting produc-
tion practices to the Ghanaian context.17

 The creation of  a cooperative-based export 
company was added to the project towards 
the end of  the 1990s to use unspent funds 
before the project closed. It was intended to 
pilot in Ghana the Farmer Ownership Model, 
which had been developed in other African 
countries.18 The idea came from World Bank 
headquarters, but was based on the work that 
a US-based international non-governmental 
organization (TechnoServ) had done in or-
ganizing pineapple cooperatives (with money 
from the USAID projects mentioned above). 
The objective was to bring smallholder farm-
ers together to reap the benefits of  econo-

17 Dixie and Sergeant (1998) and ‘Ghana Agricultural Diver-
sification Project Mid-Term Review’, 1995, World Bank and 
Government of Ghana.
18 Performance Audit Reports and Sectoral Overview, Ghana, 
22 June 2001, Report No. 22439, World Bank.
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mies of  scale available to large companies 
and to export directly. 

Five pineapple cooperatives, which included 
164 farmers with 1.9 acres as the average area 
cultivated per farmer, were brought together 
with two existing small-medium producer-ex-
porter companies to form Farmapine Ghana 
Limited in 1999.19 The World Bank project, 
through the Ministry of  Finance, gave a loan 
of  USD 1.5 million to the cooperatives for 
start-up capital, which translated into 80 
percent shares in the company. The assets, 
markets and expertise of  the two producer-
exporters were valued, and they were given 
the remaining shares. A board was set up with 
representation from the farmers, TechnoServ, 
the bank through which the loan was admin-
istered, and others. A management team was 
hired to run the production, packaging, and 
marketing for the company. The company 
began operations in September 1999, and the 
World Bank project ended a few months later. 
Farmapine was the second largest exporter in 
the first years of  the 2000s. 

However, Farmapine had problems from 
the beginning, which were compounded by 
changes in market demand after 2005, caus-
ing it to shut down operations by 2007. Just 
as Farmapine began operating, the air freight 
market shrank and it was necessary to export 
by sea. Shipping by sea requires better produc-
tion and post-handling practices. The strategy 
design for the company was done in 1997-98 
and was outdated by 1999 but not reviewed. 
The two producer-exporters that were bought 
out with the World Bank loan so as to become 
part of  the Farmapine company had no ex-
perience in sea-freighting, so they were paid 
salaries for expertise which they could not of-
fer. The Managing Director of  the company 

was a professor with management expertise, 
but no experience in pineapple export. Funds 
had to be used for unanticipated investments 
to meet new international standards in food 
quality, health and safety. Resources were 
wasted on administration buildings and a 
huge management structure. Farmapine fell 
into financial problems, delayed paying farm-
ers, and farmers became less committed. The 
Board changed the Managing Director in 
2004. However, when demand in the interna-
tional market shifted to a new variety of  pine-
apples in 2005, the smallholder farmers in the 
cooperatives were not able to make the shift 
quickly and produce the volumes necessary, 
so the company stopped exporting. These 
cooperatives became straddled with debt to 
the Ministry of  Finance which they could not 
repay, and which the Ministry of  Finance had 
to absorb. The company did not possess the 
capabilities to compete in the industry, which 
was exacerbated by its rigid and technocratic 
management which did not have incentives to 
chase the investment. 

4.1  A critical juncture and the road 
not taken
By the end of  the 1990s, despite these initia-
tives, the pineapple export industry still faced 
major challenges: lack of  access to finance on 
good terms; lack of  infrastructure resulting 
in increased production costs; poor business 
management resulting in low profit margins; 
lack of  economies of  scale (Ghanaian com-
panies were competing with larger-scale com-
panies that had lower costs of  production 
and delivered higher volumes); and limited re-
search and technical support (Dixie and Ser-
geant 1998). The initiatives described above 
did not address the financing and infrastruc-
ture issues. The initiatives had only to a lim-
ited extent addressed business management, 

19 World Bank, Performance Audit Reports and Sectoral 
Overview, p. 45.
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technical support and research development, 
but in a limited and piecemeal way, and their 
sustainability was questionable.

International consultants who had a close 
relationship with the Ghanaian industry (em-
ployed under the USAID and World Bank 
projects above) concluded that a project tar-
geted just at developing the horticulture ex-
port industry was needed (Dixie and Sergeant 
1998). The World Bank’s review of  agricul-
tural projects in the 1990s indicates that many 
of  the production initiatives would be contin-
ued under its future agriculture sector support 
in order to increase their sustainability, but they 
were not. The recommendations regarding fu-
ture support for horticulture exports were 
not taken up in the World Bank’s next agri-
cultural programme, nor in a separate horti-
culture project. Neither was the consultants’ 
proposal for an integrated project to develop 
the horticulture export industry picked up and 
pushed by ruling elites or state bureaucrats. 
These recommendations would remain rel-
evant, reiterated in later World Bank-funded 
studies, and find their way into donor-funded 
initiatives in the second half  of  the 2000s.

At that point in time, the late 1990s, the 
World Bank was not interested in a horticul-
ture project. The balance of  interests with-
in the World Bank as an organization had 
shifted. Interviews with World Bank staff  in-
volved at the time revealed that what gets in-
cluded in a new World Bank project depends 
on what the World Bank team from head-
quarters has in mind. In 1998, when the Bank 
began project preparation for new agricul-
ture funding in Ghana, the Bank prioritized 
reforming research and extension as well as 
sector-wide approaches to financing needs 
rather than several discrete projects. Ac-
cordingly, the next World Bank programme 
(AgSSIP) focused on institutional reforms of  
the Ministry of  Food and Agriculture related 

to research services, extension services, and 
organizational functioning, with some focus 
on developing farmer-based organizations.20 

With the World Bank team at headquarters 
having interests elsewhere, NDC Ministers 
would have had to push for horticulture ex-
port very strongly, which they did not do. What 
the Cabinet Ministers did do was to reject the 
World Bank AgSSIP programme in 2000 on 
the grounds that there was too much ‘capacity 
building and consultancy’. The national elec-
tions in December 2000 led to a change in 
government, interrupting the negotiations. 

4.2  Neglect by the NDC ruling elite
It is hard to say to what extent the PNDC 
ruling elites pushed for support to horticul-
ture when the USAID and World Bank pro-
grammes were negotiated in the late 1980s/
early 1990s. What is clear is that the NDC 
government did not pursue any support for 
horticulture export outside of  these initia-
tives. It is also clear that concrete propos-
als for action in the short, medium and long 
term in the 1998 study, referred to above, 
were not picked up and pursued in any gov-
ernment initiatives, nor did the NDC Cabinet 
or key Ministers push the World Bank for a 
project on horticulture. In short, the pineap-
ple export industry and horticulture export 
more broadly were ignored by the NDC rul-
ing elites, despite the fact that pineapple ex-
ports were expanding in the 1990s. 

One must conclude that there was no com-
pulsion for the ruling elite to support horti-
culture exports. Despite the existence of  re-
current blips of  macroeconomic crises, these 
crises were short-lived. They were resolved by 
quick austerity measures which brought with 

20 See Whitfield (2011b) for more about the AgSSIP policy 
process.
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them renewed foreign aid and by domestic 
borrowing (with little concern of  the effects 
on the productive sectors). Thus, there was 
no sign that the ruling elite had the percep-
tion of  a crisis situation. Access to finance 
for the state and policy initiatives was secured 
through foreign aid, cocoa export revenue, 
and to a lesser extent gold export revenue, 
and increasingly from other forms of  taxes.

It is clear that the NDC ruling elite did not 
use the pineapple export industry as part of  
its political strategy for maintaining its ruling 
coalition and/or generating votes at election 
time (see Whitfield 2011a). One reason might 
have been that pineapple producers were 
concentrated in a few electoral constituencies 
(which already strongly supported the NDC), 
and thus the industry did not have a large 
geographical stretch, although there was po-
tential for larger production zones with other 
horticulture crops such as mango, banana, 
and Asian vegetables.

The pineapple export industry was not de-
pendent on anything provided by the state, so 
it did not lend itself  to political extraction of  
rents in return for benefits provided by the 
state, as Darko Opoku shows with the tim-
ber businessmen (Opoku 2010: chapter 7). 
The pineapple producer-exporters did not 
seem to be strongly connected to either the 
NDC ruling coalition or the New Patriotic 
Party excluded faction. In other words, they 
were not influential party members, founding 
members, financiers of  the party, or national 
politicians. 21 The seeming lack of  interest of  

individual producer-exporters to engage with 
the government may have been a conscious 
or unconscious strategy to remain neutral. 
Forming direct political linkages with Rawl-
ings could bring economic opportunities, but 
it could also be detrimental to business if  en-
trepreneurs fell out with Rawlings or if  suc-
cess in business was seen as a political threat 
to Rawlings and top ruling elites.

Such detrimental effects are illustrated by 
the one case of  political connections of  a 
pineapple producer-exporter that is known. 
There apparently were close relations be-
tween Rawlings and the owner of  Combined 
Farms (Opoku 2010). Combined Farms was 
the first company to export pineapples and 
the leading exporter from 1984 to 1990. In 
the late 1980s, the owner leased land at the 
Accra airport and built a cargo handling fa-
cility using a World Bank loan. At that time, 
cargo handling was managed by the state, 
which appointed companies to handle cargo 
freight. Combined Farms and another pineap-
ple producer-exporter had licenses to handle 
cargo freight and chartered their own flights. 
When a new cargo handling facility was 
built at the Accra airport in the mid-1990s, 
in the early years of  the NDC government, 
its management was privatized and an exist-
ing cargo company got the license to run it. 
The licenses for other companies to charter 
planes were withdrawn, but the cargo facility 
of  Combined Farms was also confiscated by 
the government. Darko Opoku (2010) argues 
that the assets of  Combined Farms were con-
fiscated because Rawlings found out that the 
owner, who donated money to the NDC, was 
secretly also donating money to the New Pa-
triotic Party and sought a ministerial appoint-
ment if  the NPP won the 1996 elections. 

The owner of  Combined Farms had not 
been supportive of  the smaller producer-ex-
porters, so they did not rally behind him. In 

21 Since only a minority of the pineapple companies that 
operated in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s were interviewed 
(partly because most of them no longer existed by 2008), this 
statement cannot be completely substantiated. It is clear that 
many businessmen entered the horticulture export industry 
to make quick money and that these businesses did not sur-
vive into the 2000s or collapsed after the industry crisis in 
2005. There were 50-70 existing at any one time over the 
1990s and early 2000s.
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fact, they had previously shifted to air freight-
ing their produce through the company which 
won the license to run the new cargo cen-
tre. The power struggle within the industry 
changed as the two top exporters lost their 
advantage, and smaller exporters expanded.
In general, there was a lack of  mutual inter-
ests between the NDC ruling elite and this 
new group of  productive entrepreneurs in 
the horticulture export sector. Each side was 
pursuing its own interest and did not see what 
the other could bring. This situation is un-
derscored by the dynamics surrounding the 
divestiture in 1994 of  the state-owned can-
nery in Nsawam (located in the heart of  the 
pineapple belt and used to process pineap-
ple). Nana Rawlings, the wife of  President 
Rawlings, sought to purchase it through the 
Caridem Corporation, which was the com-
mercial wing of  her women’s movement dur-
ing the PNDC period, turned NGO in the 
1990s (see Whitfield 2011a). The divestiture 
was an inside deal with Mrs Rawlings winning 
the bid. The acquisition was part of  her po-
litical strategy for building and financing her 
own personal political support base. 

Reports say that Mrs Rawlings had inten-
tions of  rehabilitating the factory and export-
ing to Europe, but lacked adequate working 
capital and underestimated the technological 
capabilities required. However, after the NDC 
lost power, the NPP government took her to 
court for fraudulently acquiring the factory. 
The case lasted all of  the 2000s, and charges 
were only dropped just before the NPP left 
power. With the NDC back in power, Mrs 
Rawlings has reopened the factory and in-
tends to export to Europe.22 This case high-
lights an apparent feature of  business-state re-

lations in Ghana, where the NDC (and NPP) 
ruling elites would rather take advantage of  
economic opportunities to accumulate them-
selves or to keep accumulation among indi-
viduals within the ruling party, rather than 
support independent established or emerging 
productive entrepreneurs.

4.3  A weak Horticulture 
Development Unit emerges
The Ghana Export Promotion Council was 
the focal point for supporting the expan-
sion of  horticulture production for export 
in the 1980s, but this shifted to the Minis-
try of  Food and Agriculture in the 1990s, at 
which time the Horticulture Development 
Unit was to implement the horticulture 
component of  the Agricultural Diversifica-
tion Project. The Unit led to the creation 
of  a group of  civil servants focused on and 
interested in high-value export crops, but 
they were located within a ministry focused 
on smallholder production, because most 
agriculture production was done by small-
holders in Ghana. As a result, there was not 
much interest for horticulture at the higher 
levels of  the Ministry. Given the lack of  po-
litical backing for horticulture export, the 
Unit did not have much leverage within the 
Ministry. During the 1990s, the Ministry had 
four different Chief  Directors. According 
to staff  in the Unit, the first one was sup-
portive of  horticulture, but the others were 
not. The AgSSIP proposal, produced by the 
Ministry based on the work of  a Ghanaian 
Task Force, mentioned horticulture, but did 
not give it significant attention.23 However, 
that did not matter since the World Bank 

22 ‘Caridem bought Nsawam Cannery for 2.9 bn cedis’, Modern 
Ghana News, http://www.modernghana.com/news/94455/1/
carridem-bought-nsawam-cannery-for-29bn-cedis.html. Infor-
mation in this paragraph was confirmed in interviews.

23 Notably, a representative from the Horticulture Associa-
tion of Ghana participated in the Task Force, comprised of 25 
members, which probably accounts for the mention of horti-
culture in the program.
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dismissed the government’s programme and 
came up with its own.

Not only did the Horticulture Develop-
ment Unit lack political backing, it also had 
limited ‘embeddedness’ in the horticulture 
export sector and lacked knowledge of  the 
industry and export markets. The lack of  
knowledge was compensated for by bring-
ing international consultants to work within 
the Unit. In addition, in the late 1990s, some 
Unit staff  undertook graduate level degrees 
specializing in horticulture at foreign univer-
sities. But the limited ‘embeddeness’ of  the 
Unit staff  with a wide range of  industry ac-
tors meant that the staff  did not focus on the 
needs of  the industry as a whole, nor did they 
share a common understanding with industry 
actors on how to meet those needs. The Unit 
staff  did not think that the medium-sized 
producer-exporters needed support in pro-
duction and exporting, because they assumed 
such entrepreneurs had the necessary capa-
bilities and financing. Therefore, they focused 
on the needs of  smallholders.

In addition to the limited ‘embeddness’ of  
state bureaucrats, the World Bank emphasized 
smallholder production in the name of  pov-
erty reduction. This point is illustrated by the 
introduction of  the farmer ownership model 
in 1998 and the decision to create Farmapine 
in 1999. The 1998 study of  the industry rec-
ommended a whole list of  actions to support 
the industry, which the World Bank could 
have done with the unspent funds of  the Ag-
riculture Diversification Project. Instead of  
pursuing activities to improve infrastructure, 
freighting, or the capabilities of  the export-
ers, Bank headquarter staff  pushed for small-
holders to be able to export directly through 
a company that they owned and thus cut out 
the ‘middleman’ exporter. 

The international consultants, who wrote 
the 1998 study, and who had had contacts 

with the industry through various consultan-
cies since the early 1980s, seem more embed-
ded in the industry than either the Horticul-
ture Development Unit or the World Bank. 
Of  course, internal collective action prob-
lems within the industry made it difficult for 
state bureaucrats to engage effectively with 
industry actors. Pineapple producer-export-
ers tended to be individualistic and did not 
see the need to engage with government.24 As 
a result, the Sea-Freighting Pineapple Export-
ers of  Ghana association, which emerged in 
the mid-1990s and became the most signifi-
cant industry association, was not effective at 
forming a collective vision for the industry, 
communicating this to the government, and 
engaging with the government to achieve it. 
Exporters could hardly work together, much 
less engage in strategic thinking and action.

5.  NPP GOVERNMENT PERIOD 
(2001-2008)

The NPP ruling elite did not exhibit anymore 
support for the new group of  capitalist horti-
culture farmers and exporters than the NDC 
ruling elite had, despite the proclaimed pro-
business rhetoric of  the NPP as a political 
party (see Whitfield 2011a). What we see in 
the 2000s in terms of  government support 
for the horticulture export sector is a series 
of  donor-driven initiatives – largely designed 

24 There was little compulsion for industry actors to work 
together or to engage with the government in the 1990s be-
cause the industry was booming, due to limited international 
competition and increasing European demand. Producers 
could not produce enough, and European buyers overlooked 
the quality of the exports because Ghana was one of the 
only suppliers (see Whitfield 2010). However, even after the 
market shift to the MD2 variety, when the industry went 
into crisis, there were still seemingly limited collective action 
among industry actors and limited engagement of industry ac-
tors with the state. Industry actors are still struggling to solve 
their own collective action problems in a shrinking industry.
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and funded by donors. The number of  do-
nors involved in the sector proliferated, with 
the result that support was increasingly frag-
mented within and across multiple state or-
ganizations. The pineapple export industry 
hit a crisis in 2005, weakening industry actors 
and the main industry association. State bu-
reaucrats in the Horticulture Development 
Unit lacked political support and resources, 
and became dependent on donor funding to 
function. As a result, there was no coherent 
driver behind support to the sector. Initiatives 
were fragmented, piecemeal and very slowly 
implemented. At the same time, horticulture 
production contracted substantially, threat-
ening to undermine recent investments in 
processing companies that sprang up in the 
mid-to-late 2000s to take advantage of  the 
increased supply of  horticulture fruits.

There were several initiatives in the 2000s 
that aimed to support horticulture export. 
The first two initiatives came from the World 
Bank and USAID – the two donor agencies 
that had been providing some support in the 
1990s. The World Bank funded the Horti-
culture Export Industry Initiative (HEII), 
as part of  AgSSIP, from 2004 through 2006. 
USAID launched a third programme in its 
series, this time called Trade and Investment 
Program for a Competitive Export Econo-
my (TIPCEE). These two programmes, but 
particularly HEII, spawned great interest in 
horticulture export among donor agencies 
and influenced the formulation of  two new 
initiatives in the second half  of  the 2000s: 
the Export Marketing and Quality Awareness 
Programme financed by an African Develop-
ment Bank loan, and the Millennium Chal-
lenge Account (MCA) grant from the United 
States’ Millennium Challenge Corporation. 
We look briefly at the first three initiatives, 
and then focus on the MCA grant because it 
was one of  the main productive sector initia-

tives during the NPP’s stay in power and it 
illustrates what NPP ruling elites wanted to 
fund in a productive sector initiative.

5.1  Policy initiatives
Upon assuming power, the NPP Cabinet 
was presented with the same World Bank-
proposed agricultural programme (AgSSIP) 
that the NDC Cabinet had rejected. The 
NPP Cabinet also disliked the programme 
and wanted to restructure it to include more 
components directly related to production 
(Voisard and Jaeger 2003). The NPP gov-
ernment signed the loan after almost a year 
of  delaying, on the understanding that once 
signed it would be easier to make modifica-
tions rather than insist on an immediate rede-
sign of  the project (which would take at least 
a year).25 Remember, ruling elites only have 
four years within which to deliver something 
to voters, so taking two years before begin-
ning to implement a productive sector project 
is not a good political strategy. 

The restructuring of  AgSSIP came about 
through pressure from the NPP political leader-
ship which wanted more productive initiatives 
in the programme loan (more money directly 
benefiting farmers), and through disbursement 
pressure on the World Bank, because the Min-
istry of  Food and Agriculture was not spend-
ing the money in the original programme. The 
NPP political leadership left it to the Ministry 
of  Food and Agriculture to put forth propos-
als on productive sectors. However, one of  the 
four new productive initiatives was oil palm, 
and this was clearly linked to the President’s 
Special Initiative in Oil Palm under the Min-
istry of  Trade and Industry. The inclusion of  

25 Implementation Completion and Results Report, Agricul-
tural Services Sub-sector Investment Project, Report No. 
ICR0000589, 30 November 2007, World Bank, p. 20.
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the Horticulture Export Industry Initiative 
(HEII) in the restructured AgSIIP was the re-
sult of  specific people at the World Bank head-
quarters and in the World Bank Ghana coun-
try office pushing for it and the concomitant 
rise in popularity of  high-value export crops 
within the World Bank (which resulted in an-
other shift in the balance of  interests within 
the World Bank), as well as support from state 
bureaucrats in the Horticulture Development 
Unit. Lastly, several studies already existed, 
commissioned by the World Bank, on how to 
improve the industry, so the information was 
easily available. 

HEII triggered greater donor interest in 
horticulture export, but resulted in greater 
donor dependence of  the Horticulture De-
velopment Unit, as the NPP ruling elite did 
not see the need to put any government 
funds in the area of  horticulture export given 
all the donor funding. There was one instance 
of  direct government support to the industry, 
where the government allocated USD 2 mil-
lion in the 2006 government budget to the 
Ghana Export Promotion Council to sup-
port the introduction of  the MD2 variety 
among smaller producer-exporters and Far-
mapine due to increased competition from 
Latin American countries producing this new 
variety (see Whitfield 2010). 

Horticulture Export Industry Initiative (HEII)
The HEII proposal was written by inter-
national consultants together with bureau-
crats from the Horticulture Development 
Unit, based on the proposals of  committees 
that included leading pineapple producer-
exporters and representatives of  the horti-
culture industry associations.26 Industry ac-

tors were vocal on what was needed: cold 
chain infrastructure and support in shifting 
to MD2 production. The restructuring of  
AgSSIP was formally approved at its mid-
term review in 2004, and implementation of  
the Horticulture Export Industry Initiative 
(HEII) began in late 2004 by the Horticul-
ture Development Unit. 

AgSSIP was scheduled to close at the end 
of  2006, so what could be achieved under 
HEII was actually very limited, both in terms 
of  time and resources. Notably, the planned 
activities included many of  the recommen-
dations made back in the 1998 study. A key 
component of  HEII was to create a contin-
uous cold chain from farm to export – infra-
structure which should have been set up by 
entrepreneurs with the shift to sea-freight-
ing in 1995. However, HEII funds allocated 
for this component could not support cold 
facilities at the seaport and airport, as well as 
communal cold storage packhouses. Industry 
actors selected refurbishment of  the export 
shed at the Tema port as their priority and 
the funds were concentrated on that activity. 
The argument for renovating the Tema shed 
was that producer-exporters were beginning 
to install cold facilities in their packhouse, 
but this investment would be undermined if  
there were no cold storage facilities at the 
port. The Shed was very basic and not really 
suitable for storing fruit intended for export. 
The Shed was renovated with cold storage, 
but it was not inaugurated until September 
2008 due to negotiations over how to man-
age it, which was settled in the form of  a 
new company jointly owned by the largest 
producer-exporter (a multinational compa-
ny) and industry association (SPEG). Ironi-
cally, however, the Shed was not used by 
most SPEG members due to lower produc-
tion volumes after the MD2 switch. Except 
for the multinational company, producer-ex-

26 The proposal drew heavily on a World Bank-commissioned 
study by international consultants Jean-Michel Voisard and Pe-
ter Jaeger (see Voisard and Jaeger 2003), who also played a 
role in writing the proposal.
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porters did not have the volumes of  MD2 
yet to make the Shed necessary. 

The second main component of  HEII was 
to facilitate the shift in pineapple variety cul-
tivated among farmers by developing sources 
of  MD2 planting materials from local tissue 
laboratories, helping small farmers to turn 
them into plantlets at subsidized prices, and 
providing technical advice on production. 
Large-scale producer-exporters already had 
sourced planting materials from other coun-
tries and began converting their farms, but 
the medium- and small-scale farmers did not 
have the ability to do so. Other components 
in the project design included research and 
development, meeting international stand-
ards in farming practices, and providing stra-
tegic support to the industry through studies 
and market intelligence. 

All pineapple producers and exporters 
lost money after the rapid shift to MD2 in 
2005, but smallholder producers were dis-
proportionately affected because they had 
limited capital reserves to fall back on. The 
HEII gave smallholders access to MD2 
planting materials, but it did not provide 
them with access to the working capital nec-
essary to put the materials into production. 
The fact that smallholders had lost money 
was exacerbated by the fact that the cost of  
production increased with the MD2 vari-
ety. The HEII had a rural financing com-
ponent, but it was not successful, because 
rural banks did not want to lend to small 
farmers. Although 5 million MD2 plantlets 
were rolled out for multiplication in farmer 
nurseries through the Initiative, most small-
holders did not establish new MD2 farms 
because they did not have the money or a 
secure buyer. Thus, most of  the planting 
material went to waste. Some smallhold-
ers and outgrowers planted, but then could 
not get funds to look after the farm, so it 

failed to yield properly and they lost money. 
Other farmers never planted, yet farmer 
groups had put up some resources in order 
to receive the plantlets and make nurseries. 
The financing issue was picked up in the 
Government’s 2005 Millennium Challenge 
Account proposal. In 2006, politicians were 
telling farmers that they would get financing 
through the Millennium Challenge Account 
compact, but the farmers would only see 
the credit several years later.

Staff  at the Horticulture Development Unit 
realized in 2006 that smallholder producers 
faced a market access problem and tried to 
respond by helping them to get GlobalGAP 
certification, which might assure exporters 
of  the quality of  their produce.27 GlobalGAP 
certification was done in conjunction with 
two other donor projects (USAID’s TIPCEE 
and the German Development Corporation’s 
Market Oriented Agriculture Program). Some 
small farmers received GlobalGAP certifica-
tion through donor initiatives, but they still 
lacked planting materials, financing and an 
export market linkage. 

Lastly, the Horticulture Export Industry 
Initiative supported work on food safety and 
research and development, including reg-
istering pesticides, development of  Ghana 
Standards Board laboratories and trial tests 
to see what varieties worked best in Ghana-
ian climatic and soil conditions for new hor-
ticulture crops. Useful stuff, but work on new 
varieties has yet to lead to the take-off  of  any 
new horticulture export crops.

27 GlobalGAP stands for Global Good Agricultural Practices. 
Originally called EurepGAP, it is a common standard for farm 
management created in the late 1990s by several European 
supermarket chains and their major suppliers. In September 
2007, EurepGAP changed its name to GlobalGAP. The deci-
sion was taken to reflect its expanding international role in 
establishing Good Agricultural Practices between multiple re-
tailers and their suppliers.
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USAID Trade and Investment Program for a 
Competitive Export Economy (TIPCEE)
USAID focused its project specifically on 
horticulture, as had been recommended in 
the external evaluation of  its last project. 
TIPCEE aimed to integrate small farm-
ers into export value chains by linking them 
with exporting firms in pineapple and other 
horticulture crops. The initiative had many 
components. The major contributions of  
TIPCEE can be summarized as including: (1) 
negotiating a separate GlobalGAP option for 
smallholders; (2) providing farmer training in 
GlobalGAP standards and helping to cover 
costs of  GlobalGAP certification; (3) provid-
ing technical assistance in production of  hor-
ticulture crops to smallholders; (4) producing 
educational materials for illiterate farmers; 
and (5) introducing smallholder producers to 
exporters or processors. 

TIPCEE had important impacts on the in-
dustry, but their sustainability is questionable. 
For example, the project provided assistance 
to small-scale horticulture producers across 
many crops to help them form associations 
and export directly. While significant assist-
ance was provided, the period of  assistance 
was not long enough to build capabilities to 
supply quality products for export markets on 
a sustained basis, and was not complemented 
by access to finance and the necessary post-
harvest infrastructure. TIPCEE also provided 
direct assistance to some medium-sized horti-
culture producer-exporters, including one of  
the first generation of  pineapple producer-
exporters whose company had collapsed af-
ter the MD2 switch. The USAID initiative 
helped the company to recapitalize and start 
producing MD2 pineapple. It played a medi-
ating role between the company and banks, 
with its guarantee for the company being a 
key factor in the company’s ability to access 
credit. However, this service was only pro-

vided to a few companies, while many others 
collapsed because they did not benefit from 
such services.

Ironically, the focus of  TIPCEE was ex-
panded mid-way through its implementation 
due to a change in its funding source within 
USAID. It had to reach new targets: USAID 
headquarters wanted to see a massive out-
reach to smallholder farmers and increased 
the project’s target from 15,000 farmers to 
100,000 farmers. There was not a large base 
of  farmers in horticulture, so TIPCEE had to 
shift to food crop farmers, diluting its focus 
on horticulture. 

Export Marketing and Quality Awareness 
Programme (EMQAP)
During the course of  implementing the Hor-
ticulture Export Industry Initiative, the Hor-
ticulture Development Unit signed a five-year 
project loan with the African Development 
Bank called the Export Marketing and Qual-
ity Awareness Project. The project was signed 
in mid-2005, but implementation did not be-
gin until 2007, because the Unit was busy fin-
ishing with HEII. The project was an attempt 
by the Unit to secure funding to continue and 
expand on its work.28

This project illustrates several of  the re-
occurring problems with donor funding for 
productive sectors. First, it was designed by 
consultants fielded by the African Develop-
ment Bank to look at the gaps in what HEII 
was doing and what other donor projects 
were doing, and to decide how to fill those 

28 The project continues the food safety and research and 
development activities that the Horticulture Development 
Unit team was doing, but also includes new components such 
as establishing demonstration farms to illustrate good agri-
cultural practices to meet international standards, construct-
ing a packhouse for each of four selected regions, improving 
roads in production areas (which constitutes 50 percent of 
the project loan), and establishing a database on market infor-
mation.
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gaps. This process did not involve the bu-
reaucrats in the Horticulture Development 
Unit, and thus did not draw on their now 
extensive experience and knowledge of  hor-
ticulture in the Ghanaian context. Whereas 
the World Bank’s HEII had been an excep-
tion compared to other donor project in 
terms of  drawing on participation of  state 
bureaucrats and producer-exporters, the Af-
rican Development Bank fell into the usual 
trap of  interviewing them and then going 
away to design a project that first gets the 
Bank’s board approval before negotiating 
with top political and bureaucratic leader-
ship in Ghana. Second, it exemplifies the ex-
tent to which donor project cycles take too 
long, and industry conditions can (and do) 
change from the time the project is designed 
to when it is implemented. This project was 
designed before the shift in the industry to 
MD2 and thus it did not address the new 
challenges caused by MD2 and could not 
be altered to do so. Third, the project cycle 
funding apparatus is too rigid. Once signed, 
bureaucrats are largely stuck with what’s in 
the project document and have limited flex-
ibility to address changing industry needs.

This project also draws attention to the 
fragmentation and overlap of  donor-funded 
initiatives supporting horticulture export. 
Running during roughly the same time pe-
riod, the EMQAP and MCA were imple-
mented by two different government or-
ganizations and these organizations did not 
collaborate with each other. EMQAP was 
implemented by the same Horticulture De-
velopment team that had been in charge of  
HEII. MCA was implemented by the Mil-
lennium Development Agency, a new gov-
ernment agency created especially for that 
purpose. Implementation of  EMQAP was 
slow, partly due to the need to wait for MCA 
implementation to ‘go first’ in order to avoid 

duplication. As of  2010, there was little to 
see on the ground. Most activities were be-
hind schedule, except in the area of  food 
safety and research and development.29 

5.2  MCA compact: what ruling elites 
desired in a productive sector 
initiative
The United States created the Millennium 
Challenge Account (MCA) in 2002 as a new 
tool for development assistance that was ad-
ministered by a new organization called the 
Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC). 
Ghana qualified for MCA funding in early 
2004 and was asked to propose a project. The 
stipulations were that the project contribute to 
economic growth and reduce long-term pov-
erty and deliver results within five years. The story 
of  MCA is illustrative of  what NPP ruling 
elites desired in a productive sector initiative 
because the MCA initially presented a blank 
check to the NPP government.30 The MCA 
case also shows what NPP ruling elites priori-
tized in negotiating with a donor, because as 
it turned out, the check was not so blank!

The NPP leadership did not have any spe-
cific ideas on how to use the money. Rather, 
President Kufuor charged the Minister of  Fi-
nance with coming up with a proposal, and 
the Minister of  Finance hired some consult-
ants to write it. The first idea was a ‘christmas 

29 These activities involved the certification of planting mate-
rials in local nurseries and research trials coordinated by the 
Crops Research Institute. It is unclear whether such activities 
will have a large impact on the industry, as they are not clearly 
linked with the needs of the large producer-exporters (who 
do these things themselves) but rather are more useful for 
smaller-scale producers, who do not currently have access to 
the other things they also need to start and remain in produc-
tion, such as financing and extension.
30 The story is constructed from extensive interviews with 
many of the key people involved in writing the proposal and 
from extensive documentation of the proposal writing proc-
ess that I collected from the people involved.
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tree’ of  unrelated components (wish lists of  
various ministries) hung around the theme of  
commercializing agriculture. It seems that the 
top political leadership was trying to ‘spread 
the wealth’ across the ministries, rather than 
giving it to just one. Unsurprisingly, the MCC 
rejected this proposal.

The MCC met with business organizations 
to canvass their views. The head of  the Fed-
eration of  Associations of  Ghanaian Export-
ers suggested horticulture export, and the 
MCC staff  liked the idea. A new team was put 
together to write a proposal on commerciali-
zation of  agriculture focusing on horticulture 
export, including Ghanaians with knowledge 
of  the horticulture export sector. However, 
the process of  writing the proposal would be 
a tug of  war on two levels. First, it was a tug 
of  war between horticulture export experts 
who were acting in the capacity of  consult-
ants, and professional consultants with no 
technical knowledge but who had political 
backing. I refer to the latter as the power bro-
kers. Second, it was a tug of  war between the 
power brokers and the MCC staff  who fol-
lowed the proposal writing process closely.

The power brokers were consultants who 
either had close connections to the then 
Minister of  Finance or who were brought 
in because they had skills in writing ‘project 
proposals’ that meet donor requirements. 
The power brokers were largely responsible 
for writing the actual text, while the horticul-
ture experts came up with ideas. The power 
brokers also engaged directly with President 
Kufuor and the Cabinet as well as with MCC 
staff.

The horticulture experts had to constantly 
defend the focus on horticulture, as the pow-
er brokers and politicians tried to bring in 
new ideas. The experts also had to convince 
the power brokers of  their ideas. The power 
brokers sometimes shot down good techni-

cal ideas of  the horticulture experts because 
they did not share a common understand-
ing of  how to promote the horticulture ex-
port sector. Other times, the power brokers 
rejected ideas from the horticulture experts 
because they knew that the MCC would not 
fund them. The MCC staff  were in constant 
communication with the power brokers, so 
the power brokers knew the kinds of  things 
that the MCC wanted to see in the proposal. 
One example in which both factors were at 
play were the debates about whether to sup-
port commercial farmers. The power brokers 
thought that commercial farmers were already 
rich, so support should go to smallholder 
farmers. The horticulture experts argued that 
smallholders could not link to export markets 
without the commercial farmers. The argu-
ment that the MCA is supposed to be direct-
ed at poverty alleviation, and thus the MCC 
would not accept a programme directed at 
commercial farmers, had a big influence on 
the design of  the final MCA compact. 

In the end, the power brokers went with 
what the MCC said would be accepted, espe-
cially as pressure from President Kufuor to 
get the deal done and signed increased. Presi-
dent Kufuor did not seem to care what the 
project was about, only that it was bringing in 
money and as quickly as possible. He wanted 
the MCA compact to be one of  the major 
legacies of  his presidency. 

The government’s final MCA proposal 
submitted to MCC in late 2005 focused on 
horticulture exports. It aimed to expand the 
existing horticulture export sector, rather 
than catalyze a new industry and dynamics, 
because the horticulture experts could not 
convince the power brokers of  their innova-
tive ideas. Furthermore, the NPP leadership 
did not want all the money to go to horticul-
ture producers and exporters, especially af-
ter the MCC significantly raised the amount 
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of  money on offer, so several things were 
added to the proposal largely to broaden the 
group of  beneficiaries. Support to food crop 
production in the middle belt of  the country, 
which has remained largely unexploited due 
to lack of  infrastructure, was added, and the 
number of  targeted districts was expanded 
from 3 to 32. Additionally, rural services 
in the beneficiary districts, such as schools, 
water, and sanitation, were added. Thus, the 
proposal targeted support to three zones: 
the southern horticulture zone (pineapple, 
mango, papaya), the Afram Plains (maize), 
and the northern horticulture zone (mango 
and a few cereals). These zones and districts 
are highlighted in Figure 4. 

In short, the proposal aimed to expand 
production of  selected horticulture and 
food crops in these zones through the nu-
cleus-outgrower model based around exist-
ing commercial farmers who would provide 
a market linkage for small farmers. This 
model was based on what Blue Skies (fresh 
cut fruit for export) in the south and the 
Integrated Tamale Fruit Company (mango 
exports) in the north were doing. These lead 
firms were supporting and buying produce 
from a large number of  outgrowers in a 
contractual relationship, providing not only 
a market but also information and assist-
ance. Some of  the horticulture producer-
exporters had small outgrower schemes of  
about 15 farmers. In the Afram Plains, there 
was one large-scale commercial food crop 
farmer – the only one in Ghana! The hor-
ticulture experts argued that the provision 
of  information and assistance to outgrow-
ers by lead firms is the same as extension 
service and should be seen as a develop-
mental cost with positive externalities. 
Thus, the state should pay for it, so that the 
lead firms did not have to pay for these ‘de-
velopmental’ costs. The idea of  enhanced 
business services was to create skilled small 
farmers that could become outgrowers 
through a demand-driven voucher scheme. 
The MCC staff  were not convinced and 
kept asking the Ghana team to define the 
idea better. The MCC preferred a farmer-
based organization model, which was being 
used by the World Bank in its agriculture 
sector programme at that time. The MCC 
proposed training for farmer-based organi-
zations as an alternative to the enhanced 
business services idea. The final proposal is 
a mix of  the two models. 

The final compact was negotiated by 
politicians, members of  the proposal writ-
ing team, and the MCC in Washington. The 

Figure 4.  MCA intervention zones and 
districts

Source: Millennium Development Authority, Accra.
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MCC staff  undertook ‘due diligence’ on 
the proposal, which meant taking apart the 
government’s proposal, having consultants 
verify every aspect. The proposal was com-
pletely taken apart and reformulated. Sev-
eral members of  the Ghana team likened 
the process to starting all over again. Many 
team members said they did not get the po-
litical support they needed in the negotia-
tions, which weakened their position vis-à-
vis the MCC. To lead the Ghana team in the 
Washington negotiations President Kufuor 
appointed a Minister who had not been part 
of  the formulation process but was seen as 
someone who could negotiate with Ameri-
cans and seal the deal. The Minister wanted 
to emphasize certain things that were not 
central to the proposal, such as the social 
infrastructure, and did not give strong sup-
port to the Ghanaian team in negotiations 
with the MCC. As a result, major aspects of  
the government’s proposal were changed. 
For example, during compact negotiations, 
the MCC pushed the farmer-organization 
model further. The Ghana team pointed to 
successes with the nucleus-outgrower mod-
el in Ghana and other African countries, 
and that nucleus farmers create market 
linkages for farmers. The MCC thought the 
nucleus-outgrower model would only ben-
efit nucleus farmers and instead wanted to 
make outgrower farmers self-sustaining by 
organizing them and creating opportunities 
to link them directly to markets. The MCC 
won out. The final compact focuses on or-
ganizing farmer-based organizations for 
training and outlines a three-phase training 
process. 

Another major aspect during negotia-
tions was the agricultural financial credit 
component. The Ghana team wanted to 
provide credit to farmers and all along the 
value chain to help them improve quanti-

ty and quality of  production. There was a 
big debate during the due diligence proc-
ess regarding the interest rates on credit. 
The MCC said that they had to be market 
rates, but the Ghana team argued that mar-
ket rates were too high to allow farmers to 
borrow and repay, but the MCC won out 
and this would be a major issue during im-
plementation.

The last major change was in the insti-
tutional setup for implementing the MCA 
compact. The Ghana team had not clearly 
articulated implementation arrangements 
but envisioned a low-profile, single-purpose 
unit. The MCC insisted on a special unit for 
implementation, but the idea of  a broader 
multi-purpose agency seems to have come 
from the Minister leading the negotiating 
team. The Millennium Development Au-
thority (MiDA) was created by an Act of  
Parliament in March 2006, before the MCA 
compact was actually signed. This Authority 
is intended to have a life after MCA imple-
mentation in the management of  other de-
velopment programmes of  the government 
or donors.

The case of  MCA reveals convergences 
between what ruling elites in Ghana wanted 
and what MCC staff  wanted to see in a pro-
ductive sector initiative as a result of  their 
political agendas. Given this convergence, 
it was hard for the horticulture experts and 
horticulture entrepreneurs to have influence. 
Both the government and MCC wanted a 
project that would make a visible impact 
on poverty reduction in a short time frame 
and affect as many small farmers as possi-
ble. Furthermore, both the government and 
the MCC wanted large visible activities for 
which they could take credit. This point is il-
lustrated by money spent on large billboards 
in each beneficiary district, such as the one 
in Figure 5. 
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The political agenda of  President Kufuor 
and top ruling elites appears to have been 
to use the MCA money to score as many 
electoral points (votes) as possible by mak-
ing the MCA benefit the widest range of  
people. Focusing financing on a select few 
is not seen as a politically effective strategy, 
even if  it is a better economic strategy. The 
horticulture export industry did include as 
many as 10,000 smallholder farmers before 
the industry crisis in 2005 and the shift to 
MD2. But by the time of  the MCA pro-
gramme, the number of  smallholders had 
been reduced dramatically. It is also the case 
that geographically they are concentrated in 
a few districts in the southern horticulture 
zone. Thus, the benefits of  horticulture ex-
port in the short term would be limited geo-
graphically and in terms of  absolute number 
of  beneficiaries.

This political strategy is not limited to the 
NPP politicians. In addition to the exam-
ples of  the NDC discussed above, the role 
of  Paa Kwesi Ndoum of  the Convention 
People’s Party is instructive. Ndoum held 
various ministerial portfolios under the 
NPP government. Kufuor brought Ndoum 
into the first NPP government to show the 
NPP’s appreciation to this small third party 
whose votes it needed to get a majority in 
Parliament. Ndoum was the one appointed 
to lead negotiations with the MCC in Wash-
ington. Ndoum had high political ambitions 
and pushed for the inclusion of  things that 
he thought would help him to gain popular-
ity, such as rural services. After the compact 
was signed, Ndoum publicly tried to take 
credit for the MCA compact. Notably, he 
campaigned for the presidency in the 2008 
December elections on the ticket of  the 

Figure 5.  Picture of MCA sign in Yilo Krobo District

Source: Taken by the author, April 2009.
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Convention People’s Party, and recently an-
nounced he will try again in the 2012 elec-
tions.

The overlap between the political agendas 
of  politicians and donors is not specific to 
the MCC, but can also be found in other do-
nors. The result is the predominance of  cer-
tain kinds of  initiatives and implementation 
arrangements. Across all donors, there was a 
focus on encouraging smallholder production 
of  horticulture export crops as a means for 
poverty reduction, and a perception of  small-
holders as having a different set of  interests 
from the larger commercial farmers. Almost 
entirely absent was an idea of  building a com-
petitive horticulture export sector that could 
create rural employment on large-scale com-
mercial farms as well as help small farmers 
to enter the production of  export crops and 
expand their farms through linkages with 
exporting farms. There was also limited talk 
of  building a competitive horticulture export 
sector because it could generate foreign ex-
change and state revenue through taxes. 

5.3  Implementing the MCA: 
from horticulture export support to 
farmer training project  
President Kufuor signed the USD 547 mil-
lion MCA compact in late 2006. The compact 
aims broadly at commercializing agriculture 
with some aspects supporting horticulture 
exports included. It took all of  2007 to nego-
tiate the structure of  the Authority and sala-
ries for staff, as it was all being paid by the 
MCC. Implementation only began in 2008. 
However, during implementation, the focus 
on supporting horticulture exports was al-
most entirely lost. 

Some Ghanaians on the MCA proposal 
writing team who were involved in negotia-
tions with the MCC in Washington DC in-

sisted (during the first years of  implementing 
the MCA compact) that the essence of  the 
proposal was still there. This optimistic view 
was proven wrong during implementation as 
the compact was operationalized. The spirit 
of  the proposal and the focus on building a 
competitive horticulture export sector were 
undermined in several ways. First, the peo-
ple involved in writing the proposal were not 
put in charge of  implementation. Rather a 
whole new team of  people were hired to run 
MiDA. Second, the organizational structure 
of  MiDA contributed to diluting the focus 
on horticulture, and even on agriculture. The 
organizational structure gave all the com-
ponents a project management with equal 
authority (see Figure 6). The upshot was to 
create several disparate projects in agricul-
ture, land administration, financial services, 
and transportation, rather than an agriculture 
programme in which these components are 
focused on meeting agriculture needs. This 
organizational structure was partly due to the 
composition of  the MCA compact, which 
presents the programme in terms of  three 
discrete projects in agriculture, transporta-
tion, and rural services (see Annex B at the 
end of  the paper). Third, the implementation 
arrangements negotiated with MCC involved 
contracting out most of  the implementation 
to private companies, especially American 
companies. This is especially the case in the 
agriculture component which involves three 
layers of  consultancies which are in charge of  
training the farmer-based organizations: one 
company managing the national level, a com-
pany/NGO in charge of  each regional zone, 
and then several training service providers in 
each region. Figure 6 illustrates the organiza-
tional structure of  MiDA.

Most importantly, the agricultural project, 
the main project of  the MCA, became a farm-
er training project, which centered on training 
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farmer-based organizations. In doing so, the 
needs of  existing pineapple outgrowers were 
neglected. How did this happen? Implemen-
tation of  the agricultural project was driven by 
bureaucratic imperatives of  achieving a target 
of  training 60,000 farmers in 1,200 farmer-
based organizations, set sometime during the 
compact negotiation, or shortly after. The cal-
culations worked out to 50 farmers per organ-
ization. Everything else seems to have been 
tailored to achieve this goal. The farmer-based 
organization model was the model applied 
regardless of  whether farmers were grow-
ing food or horticulture export crops. Fur-
thermore, farmer organizations were created 
by geographical location, and thus pineapple 
outgrowers were combined with food crop 
farmers and wrote collective business plans 
in order to access credit from local banks. 
Some of  the regional implementing agencies 
acknowledged the problem with combining 
crops, but said there was little flexibility within 
the system. Further problems were created by 
the experiment-based monitoring and evalu-
ation component that the MCC inserted into 
the implementation strategy in order to rig-
orously test the impact of  training on farm-
ers, which meant that farmer-based organiza-
tions had to pull lots for when they would go 
through training. This was not amenable to 
achieving a competitive horticulture export 
sector, as some pineapple outgrowers had to 
wait for the second round of  training. Lastly, 
the training on running a business might have 
been useful, but what creates viable small 
farmers are their linkage to markets which 
can provide a good price. The market linkage 
aspect was not emphasized, and in many ways, 
the actual implementation of  the training un-
dermined the market linkage for horticulture 
small farmers.

By the end of  2010, the MCA compact had 
not benefited many outgrowers of  horticul-

ture producer-exporters, nor had it revived 
the production of  smallholder pineapples 
farmers. In late 2006, the outgrowers con-
nected to producer-exporters as well as the 
Farmapine cooperatives were promised credit 
through MCA by the negotiating team if  they 
submitted a business plan. Originally, Global-
GAP-certified farmers were not required to 
go through training, but this changed during 
implementation. Some pineapple producer-
exporters were assertive and their outgrow-
ers got access to credit without training, but 
others were not and their outgrowers had to 
wait their turn for MCA training. For those 
outgrowers who prepared their farms in an-
ticipation of  MCA credit, when they did not 
get the credit, their farms collapsed. 

Furthermore, credit for the first batch of  
farmers trained did not start flowing until 
2009, and even then not to all farmers. Part 
of  the problem was the large number of  busi-
ness plans that small banks had to process, as 
many large banks with greater personnel ca-
pacity refused to participate in the MCA proc-
ess. However, there was a particular problem 
with pineapple farmers, as production re-
quires a high capital outlay (in 2009, a farmer 
needed about Ghana Cedis 6,000 to produce 
1 acre of  MD2 pineapple). Although banks 
get the money from the MCA, the banks car-
ry 50 percent of  the risk of  default, so that 
is a lot of  money to lose. Furthermore, what 
banks wanted to see is a guaranteed buyer, not 
training. Pineapple producer-exporters were 
hesitant to guarantee farmers outside of  their 
own outgrower group. Two producer-export-
ers who were benefiting from MCA-provided 
packhouses agreed to guarantee small pineap-
ple farmers in their area. However, as of  early 
2011, many of  the farmers linked to these 
producer-exporters had not received credit. 
This time the problem was that these farm-
ers were in the second batch of  trained farm-
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ers, and banks were weary of  lending more 
money when the first batch of  farmers had 
not repaid their loans yet. The sheer scale of  
the project overwhelmed the existing capac-
ity of  rural banks, and the farmer training did 
not emphasize linking farmers to markets, 
which undermined their ability to repay. Fur-
thermore, the MCC insisted on using the pre-
vailing market interest rates and repayment 
periods, which were too high and too short 
(respectively) for small farmers to be profit-
able, particularly MD2 pineapple farmers.

Some needs of  horticulture producer-ex-
porters in the southern zone were met, but 
probably only because one of  the horticul-
ture experts from the MCA proposal team 
was employed in the American firm hired by 
MiDA to be the regional implementing agen-
cy for the southern zone. This person worked 
with the agricultural project leader in MiDA 
and the Sea-freight Exporters of  Ghana asso-
ciation to push the MCC as much as possible 
to deliver useful things for the horticulture 
producer-exporters because they were the 
core of  the sector on which the small farm-
ers depended. However, there was a limit to 
what this small network could achieve, given 
the absence of  political backing from any rul-
ing elites.

Southern horticulture producer-exporters 
benefited from the MCA compact through 
access to post-harvest equipment and access 
to loans for working capital. For the post-har-
vest equipment, the Sea-freight Pineapple Ex-
porters of  Ghana association negotiated with 
MCC for money to be given to the associa-
tion to purchase packlines, cooling facilities 
and generators for its members.31 The money 
was given as a revolving fund, such that when 
the loans are paid back the association would 

keep the money for future financing. This in-
kind loan was given on good terms. It took 
a long time to negotiate this arrangement, 
because it deviated from the MCA compact, 
which specified that all financing should go 
through financial institutions. Seven produc-
er-exporters benefited in late 2008, and an-
other eight were scheduled to benefit in late 
2009, but this did not happen. Lower than ex-
pected export volumes delayed the repayment 
schedule of  the first batch of  beneficiaries. 
A series of  events created mistrust between 
MiDA and SPEG, and MiDA cancelled the 
second batch. Additionally, only five produc-
er-exporters used the working capital loan, 
because the interest rates were too high and 
the repayment period too short. Producer-ex-
porters desperate for financing and with no 
alternative took MCA-backed loans. A few 
producer-exporters were able to access credit 
through their normal banking channels or 
through the government’s fund to promote 
exports which provided better terms.

 Two pineapple producer-exporters and 
one mango export cooperative were selected 
to benefit from the provision of  packhouses, 
where either new state of  the art facilities were 
constructed or old ones upgraded, to serve as 
collective packhouses that small farmers and 
exporters in the surrounding areas could use. 
The producer-exporters who participated 
were some who, for different reasons, had to 
largely rebuild their farms and thus could use 
the assistance.

The MCA compact was also supposed to 
build feeder roads in the pineapple belt and 
extend electricity to nucleus farms which cur-
rently did not have it. Extension of  electric-
ity began in late 2009, and road construction 
in 2010. The MCA was also building a major 
highway connecting the southern horticul-
ture belt to the airport and seaport, which 
is a major project and one of  the most vis-

31 Note that the association now includes some members 
who sea-freight fruits other than pineapples.
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ible activities of  the MCA compact. Lastly, 
the MCA compact was supposed to upgrade 
the perishable cargo centre at the airport. It 
seems that most planned infrastructure and 
post-harvest construction activities will be 
completed before the project is due to end in 
February 2012.

In addition to the southern horticulture 
belt, the MCA was supposed to support man-
go production in the northern horticulture 
zone. Northern mango production for export 
consists of  one company with an outgrower 
scheme of  about 1,300 farmers. The MCA 
compact was supposed to provide assistance 
to this company. However, the company re-
jected offers of  credit because the terms of  
the loan were not compatible with mango 
production: interest rates too high and mora-
torium on repayment too short for a tree crop 
that takes several years from planting to yield 
fruit. In the end, the MCA only provided 
roads and electricity in the areas where man-
go production occurs. It did not help to ex-
pand the outgrower programme by providing 
credit to mango farmers. Instead, the MCA 
funded smallholders to grow other crops, al-
though some of  them were also mango pro-
ducers who got MCA credit for food crops. 

In conclusion, the MCA compact has made 
a modest contribution to supporting the hor-
ticulture export sector. However, the support 
was slow in coming and bad in timing, in that 
it began just after the pineapple industry crisis 
and producers needed the assistance quickly. 
The MCA also spent a lot of  money unpro-
ductively and ineffectively. Given the total 
budget of  the grant, a lot more could have 
been done with the compact, especially the 
money that went to consultancy firms, office 
buildings and MiDA salaries. One of  the main 
achievements of  MiDA may be the facilita-
tion of  a major investment by a large Kenyan 
agribusiness company in the production of  

horticulture crops in Ghana, with a large out-
grower scheme supported by the MCA. This 
investment was not intended, but may be one 
of  its biggest contributions in expanding the 
sector.

5.4  Multiple competing 
bureaucracies
Between 2001 and 2004, before the HEII 
was designed and ready for implementation, 
the Horticulture Development Unit staff  had 
nothing to do, or rather no resources with 
which to do anything. Unit staff  lobbied for 
resources in the budget to help with the shift 
to MD2 cultivation. They only managed to 
secure a small amount of  money with which 
to buy MD2 plantlets and multiply them. 

HEII gave the Horticulture Development 
Unit renewed vigour, but the time period was 
too short to do much and it was not followed 
by a ‘big push’ of  coordinated, targeted sup-
port to the sector. Rather, it was followed by 
fragmented and uncoordinated efforts of  
multiple donor projects. Several parallel ‘bu-
reaucracies’ were created – all donor-funded, 
but staffed with many Ghanaians. TIPCEE 
had its own bureaucracy. As with all USAID 
projects, TIPCEE implementation was car-
ried out by a consortium of  private compa-
nies that won the bid for the contract. The 
MCA had its own bureaucracy: the Millen-
nium Development Authority. There was a 
large amount of  MCC micromanagement of  
how the Authority operated. MCC members 
made field visits to Accra often and were in-
volved in most decisions, adding yet another 
layer to the bureaucracy. Furthermore, imple-
mentation of  MCA was carried out not only 
by staff  in the Millennium Development Au-
thority in consultation with MCC staff  but 
also by the numerous contracted implement-
ing agents. Another donor project by the 
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German development cooperation agency, 
which is not discussed here, was formally im-
plemented within the Ministry of  Food and 
Agriculture, but informally implemented by 
German staff  sitting within Ministry offices 
who did not follow the Ministry’s procedures 
because it slowed down implementation – and 
Ministry senior officials agreed to that.

In addition to dividing personnel, informa-
tion was fragmented among these multiple 
bureaucracies and was not necessarily shared 
with the Horticulture Development Unit. For 
example, TIPCEE generated important data 
on the horticulture sector, including global 
position system maps of  producers in hor-
ticulture zones. However, this data was not 
deposited with the government when TIP-
CEE ended, although the Horticulture De-
velopment Unit could theoretically access it. 
USAID projects built up a lot of  institutional 
memory on horticulture development, as the 
same private companies won contracts to 
most of  its projects related to horticulture. 
However, this institutional memory remained 
in the private sphere and of  no use to the gov-
ernment bureaucracy. The same individuals 
moved from one USAID project to the next. 
Information and expertise on the sector ex-
ist in Ghana, but are not concentrated in one 
organization. Lastly, the multiple bureaucra-
cies also resulted in fighting ‘over turf ’, and 
duplication and overlap between two projects 
– such as with the EMQAP and MCA, which 
were both implemented by the government.

6.  SUMMARY:  
THE LIMITED IMPACT OF 
GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

While ruling elites did not provide sustained 
political support for developing the horticul-
ture export sector, there were government-

sponsored initiatives targeting the sector. 
These initiatives were generally designed and 
implemented by donors, but is also the case 
that ruling political elites had influence over 
their design and implementation. Three fac-
tors shaped what actually got implemented in 
the various initiatives affecting the horticul-
ture export sector. Notably, these same fac-
tors also explain to a large extent the limited 
impact of  the initiatives in developing the 
sector.

First, the ruling elite focused on initiatives that 
could deliver relatively quick and visible benefits to a 
large number of  people. These were gains that the 
elite could point to during election campaigns. 
The short time horizon of  ruling elites when 
choosing initiatives was compounded by the 
short time horizon of  donors, who were 
largely driving the initiatives in the horticul-
ture export sector. Donors were constrained 
by producing results within project cycles, 
rather than solutions to meet industry needs. 
Two key international consultants engaged 
with the Ghanaian horticulture export sec-
tor commented: “Some opportunities never 
get tested because much of  research fund-
ing comes from donor or multilateral pro-
grammes which seldom exceed the five year 
horizon. This means that for countries such 
as Ghana, opportunities to be developed will 
be those yielding immediate results in the 
projects’ duration and therefore only short to 
mid-term opportunities get funded” (Voisard 
and Jaeger 2003: 29).

Second, horticulture producer-exporters were poor-
ly organized and had little holding power within the 
ruling coalitions. The horticulture export sector 
was not yet an important pillar of  the econo-
my. In the 1980s and 1990s, the producer-ex-
porters were largely Ghanaian and relatively 
small in size and weak in capabilities. The 
horticulture industry associations were weak 
organizations, riddled by internal problems. 
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They are still learning the importance of  col-
lective action for the industry (see Whitfield 
2010). As a result, these entrepreneurs were 
not able to aggregate their interests and per-
suade the ruling elites of  their importance. 

The first two factors point to the clear ab-
sence of  mutual interests between ruling elites 
(in both the NDC and NPP) and the horticul-
ture producer-exporters. To reiterate the ar-
gument presented in the introduction of  the 
paper, the characteristics of  ruling coalitions 
in Ghana –

high vulnerability of  the ruling elites in 
power, the high fragmentation within rul-
ing coalitions, and their existing sources of  
and strategies for financing the state and the 
ruling coalition – create incentives that deter 
ruling elites from providing sustained politi-
cal support to new productive sectors that do 
not have significant state presence but rather 
are driven by private entrepreneurs. On their 
part, it seems that horticulture producer-ex-
porters have not had an interest or need for 
ruling elites, in the context of  volatility of  the 
ruling elites in power. By the late 2000s, the 
entrepreneurs that survived had grown large 
in size and stronger in capabilities, but were 
still pessimistic about engaging with ruling 
elites, especially in the form of  donor-driven 
projects.

Third, the relevant state bureaucrats had very lit-
tle political support and limited embeddedness in the 
industry. The Horticulture Development Unit 
became the government key driver for sup-
porting horticulture export industry, but it 
did not have political backing, and thus be-
came dependent on donor project funding. 
The fragmentation of  agencies implement-
ing projects aimed at horticulture export can 
be understood as a consequence of  the lack 
of  political support for the Unit. The ruling 
elite did not push donors to implement their 
projects through the Unit, and the multipli-

cation of  agencies created huge coordination 
problems and losses in terms of  knowledge 
and information. Furthermore, the Horticul-
ture Development Unit staff  did not have a 
shared heuristic understanding of  the indus-
try with the producer-exporters. The state 
bureaucrats were focused on smallholder 
production and only came to see the need 
to support larger producer-exporters in the 
late 2000s, after the crisis. In any case, they 
were relatively powerless. Donors, politicians, 
and top-level bureaucrats negotiated the final 
form of  donor-funded projects, often with 
little input from the technocrats or producer-
exporters. Therefore, no ‘pockets of  efficien-
cy’ emerged.
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List of interviews 
Agribusiness (All farms are pineapple unless otherwise noted)
John Lawrence Farms (no longer exists): John Opoku-Acquah, owner, 

29/04/09, 08/03/10 JEI River Farms: Eric Afeadongor, Chief  Accountant, 
04/05/09

Georgefields: George Donkor, owner, 30/04/09
2K Farms (papaya and other tropical fruit): Emmanuel and Love Carr, owners, 

30/04/09, 03/08/09.
Bomarts: Daniel Asherow, General Manager, 01/05/09; Antony Botchway, 

CEO, 02/05/09, 04/08/09, 10/01/10, 09/03/10, 04/07/11
Prudent Exports: Edward Antwi-Twum, owner, 05/08/09; Samuel Mintah, 

General Manager and outgrower, 01/05/05, 05/08/09
Koranco Farms: Mr. Koranteng, owner, 04/05/05
Pioneer Quality Farms: Victor Peasah, owner, and Dominic Donkor, Farm 

Manager, 05/05/09
Chartered Impex: Solomon Benjamin, owner, 05/05/09, 09/03/10
Farmex (no longer exists): Rami Jebeile, Exports logistics manager, and Jonas 

Quaye, General Manager, now work at Air Ghana, 06/05/09
Combined Farms: Mr. Safo, 31/07/09
Milani: Koumbou Some, Managing Director, 03/08/09
Greenspan Farms: Kwabena Afari, owner, 06/08/09, 07/03/10, 04/07/11
Golden Exotics: George Kporye, Corporate Affairs and Human Resources 

Manager, 06/03/10; Jean-Michel Blanc, Pineapple Production Manager, 
09/03/10

Sea-freight Pineapple Exporters of  Ghana: Stephen Mintah, General Manager 
28/05/09 (telephone), 31/07/09; Kwaku Amoafo-Yeboah, operations 
manager, 07/05/09

Farmapine: Chris Foli, Managing Director (since 2004), 29/07/09, 13/08/09; 
Gabriel Anani Deku, Managing Director, Kokobin Farm (brought into 
Farmapine, no longer producing), 29/07/09; 

Oboadaka Pineapple Cooperative, Philip Osafo Amoah, Vice chairman 
(interviewed at a cooperative meeting), 07/08/09

PeelCo (fresh cut fruit export): Frank Oberschlip, General Manager, 
05/08/09

Integrated Tamale Fruit Company (mango, the only commercial farm in 
northern Ghana at that time): Juliana Bostic, Manager, 20/07/09

Davis Korboe, Member of  Yilo Krobo Mango Farmers Association, Owner 
of  Weblink Farms (mango), CEO of  Farm Management Service Limited 
(mango), 06/08/09, 09/01/10

K. Osel Agyemang, Director of  Quality Farms (mango) and Chairman of  
Dangbe West Mango Farmers Association, 09/01/10
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Millennium Challenge Account (MCA)
PK Mensah, MAP Consult, consultant on MCA proposal team, 24/09/08, 

05/11/08, 08/03/10
Ben Nyamadi, Deputy Director, Irrigation Development Authority, Ministry 

of  Food and Agriculture, member of  MCA proposal team, 05/11/08
Robert Osei, Research Fellow at Institute for Statistical, Social and Economic 

Research, member of  extended MCA proposal team, 06/11/08
Joseph Chognuru, Ministry of  Finance, member of  MCA proposal team, 

12/08/09
Matthew Armah, Chief  Operating Officer, Millenium Development Authority 

(MiDA), 10/11/08
Michael Asomani-Adem, Commercialization of  Agric Projects Manager, 

MiDA, 14/11/08, 08/05/09
Isaac Karikari, Land Administration Project Manager, MiDA, 10/11/08
Yaw Brantuo, Agricultural Financial Services and Bank Capacity Building 

Project Manager MiDA, 08/05/09
David Owusu, Southern zonal MiDA office, Bawjiase, zonal agriculture 

manager, 04/05/09
Northern zonal MIDA office, Tamale: Alabira Ibrahim,, zonal monitoring and 

evaluation manager, 20/06/09; Rashid Yakubu, Pentax, implementing agent 
for MIDA Financial services project; Rashid Abdallah, Borimanga Rural 
Bank, project officer/deputy manager. 21/06/09

DAI, Central Managing Consultant, agricultural project for MiDA: John Engle. 
Project Manager, and John Nene-Osom Azu, Training Manager, 12/08/09

IFDC, MCA regional implementing consultant for northern zone: Kofi Debrah, 
29/07/09

ACDI/VOCA, MCA regional implementing consultant for southern zone: Dr. 
Sakyi-Dawson employee, 31/07/09; Kwesi Korboe, employee (and former 
General Manager of  JEI River Farms), 14/11/08, 29/04/09, 04/05/09, 
27/06/09, 13/08/09, several informal interviews in 2010 and 2011, and 
email correspondence

Augustine Adongo, Integrated Business Consulting, formerly Executive officer 
of  the Federation of  Associations of  Ghana Exporters and member of  MCA 
proposal team, 05/11/08 and 28/04/09,and many email communications.

Government and Donors
Mawuli Agboka, Horticulture Development Unit, Ministry of  Food and 

Agriculture, coordinator of  Horticulture Export Industry Initiative and 
coordinator of  the Export Marketing & Quality Awareness project, 11/11/08, 
27/04/09, 13/03/10

Eric Bentsil Quaye, Horticulture Development Unit, worked on HEII and 
EMQAP, 27/04/09, 12/03/10
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Eleanor Swatson, Horticulture Development Unit, Ministry of  Food and 
Agriculture, 10/03/10

Emelie Monney, Head of  the Horticulture Development Unit, Ministry of  
Food and Agriculture, 11/03/10

Harry Bleppony, Horticulture Development Unit, Ministry of  Food and 
Agriculture, 12/03/10

Mallam Seidu, formerly Ministry of  Food and Agriculture (retired), Coordinator 
of  AgSSIP implementation, now a commercial horticulture farmer in the 
northern region, 24/07/09

Peter Obeng, Ghana Export Promotion Council, 25/05/09 (telephone), 
24/07/09

Kofi Djin, former Minister of  Trade and Industry under PNDC government, 
27/07/09, 30/07/09, 01/08/09

Patience Mensah, formerly at World Bank Ghana office (retired), worked on 
the Agricultural Diversification project, 06/05/09

Gayatri Acharya, formerly at World Bank Ghana office (changed position), 
HEII implementation, 15/07/09 (telephone)

Patrick Labaste, World Bank headquarters, involved with horticulture research, 
10/04/09 (telephone).

Robert Epworth, World Bank, was involved with AgSSIP, email 
communication.

USAID TIPCEE project: Lauren Ruth, Deputy chief  of  party, employed 
by Chemonics; Pearl Ackah, public relations officer, employee of  Care 
International, 06/05/09; Emmanuel Muange, fresh pineapple commodity 
leader, 02/06/09 (telephone).

International Consultants
Andrew Sergeant, Accord Associates, 17/04/09 (telephone).
Grahame Dixie, formerly at Accord Associates, now at the World Bank, 

23/03/09 (telephone).
Peter Jaeger, Accord Associates, 24/03/09 (telephone), 10/01/10 in Accra, 

February 2010 by telephone, and many email communications.
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ANNEX A.  
Initiatives Affecting or Targeting the Pineapple Export Industry, 1987-2012
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Pineapple
Production
Expansion
Program

1987-
1990

Ministry of Trade &
Industry (MoTI)/
Ghana Export
Promotion Council
(GEPC)

Minister of
Trade &
Industry;
consultants
paid for by
donors

GEPC Expand production of pineapples
for export. Provided soft loans,
assistance in accessing planting
material from Ivory Coast, and
assistance in production and
marketing.

Agriculture
Diversification
Project,
Horticulture
development
component

1991-
1999

Initially GEPC, but
responsibility was
shifted to the
Ministry of Food &
Agriculture
(MoFA).
Project design began
in 1988.

World Bank,
IDA credit
$ 16.5 million

Created the
Horticulture
Unit in MoFA
as the project
implementation
unit

Horticulture component objectives:
(1) develop technical packages for
pineapple production and other
horticulture export crops; (2)
technical assistance on marketing;
and (3) develop ‘pilot production
villages’ and resurface feeder
roads.

Agricultural
Services Support
Investment
Program
(AgSSIP),
Horticulture
Export Industry
Initiative (HEII)

2004-
2006

MoFA

Initiated in 2003
work on HEII,
because AgSSIP
was going to be
restructured

World Bank
IDA credit
($9.5 million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Activities: post-harvest infra-
structure; MD2 pineapple sourcing
& development; planting material
trials; research & development;
food safety & quality management;
and strategic support to the
industry (information and studies).

Trade and
Investment
Program (TIP)

1993-
1998

No government
institution
responsible. Liaises
with government
institution relevant
for activities.
Ministry of Finance
signs grant (?).

USAID
Project

AMEX
International

Support to individual enterprises in
non-traditional exports, support to
export industry associations, and
some financing support. Targeted
non-traditional exports included
agriculture (including horticulture),
textiles/garments, and value added
wood.

Trade and
Investment
Reform Program,
Increased Private
Enterprise
Performance
component

1998-
2004

(same as above)
In this component,
works directly with
producers.

USAID
Project
($60 million)

AMEX
International,
TechnoServ, &
CARE
International

Continuation of TIP. New addition
from TIP was focus on increasing
capacity of micro-enterprises and
linking microenterprises/small
farmers into production-marketing
chain for exports.

Trade &
Investment
Program for a
Competitive
Export Economy
(TIPCEE), Export
Business
Development
component

2004-
2009

(same as above)
Coordinated its
work more with
other donor projects
and with MoFA.

USAID
Project
($30 million
total for whole
project)

Chemonics
(in a consortium
including CARE
and
TechnoServ)

Continuation of TIRP. Originally
targeted high value horticulture
export crops, but later expanded to
include food crops. Initiatives
focus on market access and
strategic partnerships and on
development of information tools
for example on production
techniques, product standards,
financial management.

Market-Oriented
Agricultural
Programme
(MOAP)

2004-
2013,
in 3
phases

MoFA German
Technical
Cooperation
(GTZ) &
German
Development
Service (DED)

GTZ, DED,
MoFA

Components: Promotion of
selected value chains in agriculture
(including sugar loaf pineapple in
Central region & mango in the
northern region and Brong Ahafo
region); support to public sector
services in agriculture
development; support to private
sector organizations

Export Marketing
and Quality
Awareness
Programme
(EQMAP)

2007-
2012

MoFA. Initiated by
the Horticulture
Unit to be a
successor to HEII.

Project document
signed in 2005.

African
Development
Fund ($25.85
million) and
Government of
Ghana ($2.8
million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Targets horticultural export crop
farmers and cassava producers.
Focuses on smallholders. Activities
include community-owned
packhouses, demonstration farms,
improvement of feeder roads in
production areas, marketing
strategy, certification schemes, and
regulating planting material
production.

Millennium
Challenge
Account (MCA)
compact in
commercialization
of agriculture

2007-
2012

Newly created
Millennium
Development
Authority (MiDA).

Government
submitted proposal
in 2005. Project
document signed in
2006.

US,
Millennium
Challenge
Corporation
($540 million)

MiDA, but it
manages a large
number of
implementing
agencies

Increase production, productivity
and competitiveness of high-value
cash crops and food crops. Three
projects: agriculture (training,
irrigation, land tenure, credit, post-
harvest handling, feeder roads);
infrastructure (main roads to air- &
seaports), and rural development
(community services, electricity,
rural finance institutions). Targets
60,000 farmers in 1,200 farmer-
based organizations. Operates in 23
districts in the south, Afram plains
and northern region.
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Pineapple
Production
Expansion
Program

1987-
1990

Ministry of Trade &
Industry (MoTI)/
Ghana Export
Promotion Council
(GEPC)

Minister of
Trade &
Industry;
consultants
paid for by
donors

GEPC Expand production of pineapples
for export. Provided soft loans,
assistance in accessing planting
material from Ivory Coast, and
assistance in production and
marketing.

Agriculture
Diversification
Project,
Horticulture
development
component

1991-
1999

Initially GEPC, but
responsibility was
shifted to the
Ministry of Food &
Agriculture
(MoFA).
Project design began
in 1988.

World Bank,
IDA credit
$ 16.5 million

Created the
Horticulture
Unit in MoFA
as the project
implementation
unit

Horticulture component objectives:
(1) develop technical packages for
pineapple production and other
horticulture export crops; (2)
technical assistance on marketing;
and (3) develop ‘pilot production
villages’ and resurface feeder
roads.

Agricultural
Services Support
Investment
Program
(AgSSIP),
Horticulture
Export Industry
Initiative (HEII)

2004-
2006

MoFA

Initiated in 2003
work on HEII,
because AgSSIP
was going to be
restructured

World Bank
IDA credit
($9.5 million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Activities: post-harvest infra-
structure; MD2 pineapple sourcing
& development; planting material
trials; research & development;
food safety & quality management;
and strategic support to the
industry (information and studies).

Trade and
Investment
Program (TIP)

1993-
1998

No government
institution
responsible. Liaises
with government
institution relevant
for activities.
Ministry of Finance
signs grant (?).

USAID
Project

AMEX
International

Support to individual enterprises in
non-traditional exports, support to
export industry associations, and
some financing support. Targeted
non-traditional exports included
agriculture (including horticulture),
textiles/garments, and value added
wood.

Trade and
Investment
Reform Program,
Increased Private
Enterprise
Performance
component

1998-
2004

(same as above)
In this component,
works directly with
producers.

USAID
Project
($60 million)

AMEX
International,
TechnoServ, &
CARE
International

Continuation of TIP. New addition
from TIP was focus on increasing
capacity of micro-enterprises and
linking microenterprises/small
farmers into production-marketing
chain for exports.

Trade &
Investment
Program for a
Competitive
Export Economy
(TIPCEE), Export
Business
Development
component

2004-
2009

(same as above)
Coordinated its
work more with
other donor projects
and with MoFA.

USAID
Project
($30 million
total for whole
project)

Chemonics
(in a consortium
including CARE
and
TechnoServ)

Continuation of TIRP. Originally
targeted high value horticulture
export crops, but later expanded to
include food crops. Initiatives
focus on market access and
strategic partnerships and on
development of information tools
for example on production
techniques, product standards,
financial management.

Market-Oriented
Agricultural
Programme
(MOAP)

2004-
2013,
in 3
phases

MoFA German
Technical
Cooperation
(GTZ) &
German
Development
Service (DED)

GTZ, DED,
MoFA

Components: Promotion of
selected value chains in agriculture
(including sugar loaf pineapple in
Central region & mango in the
northern region and Brong Ahafo
region); support to public sector
services in agriculture
development; support to private
sector organizations

Export Marketing
and Quality
Awareness
Programme
(EQMAP)

2007-
2012

MoFA. Initiated by
the Horticulture
Unit to be a
successor to HEII.

Project document
signed in 2005.

African
Development
Fund ($25.85
million) and
Government of
Ghana ($2.8
million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Targets horticultural export crop
farmers and cassava producers.
Focuses on smallholders. Activities
include community-owned
packhouses, demonstration farms,
improvement of feeder roads in
production areas, marketing
strategy, certification schemes, and
regulating planting material
production.

Millennium
Challenge
Account (MCA)
compact in
commercialization
of agriculture

2007-
2012

Newly created
Millennium
Development
Authority (MiDA).

Government
submitted proposal
in 2005. Project
document signed in
2006.

US,
Millennium
Challenge
Corporation
($540 million)

MiDA, but it
manages a large
number of
implementing
agencies

Increase production, productivity
and competitiveness of high-value
cash crops and food crops. Three
projects: agriculture (training,
irrigation, land tenure, credit, post-
harvest handling, feeder roads);
infrastructure (main roads to air- &
seaports), and rural development
(community services, electricity,
rural finance institutions). Targets
60,000 farmers in 1,200 farmer-
based organizations. Operates in 23
districts in the south, Afram plains
and northern region.
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Pineapple
Production
Expansion
Program

1987-
1990

Ministry of Trade &
Industry (MoTI)/
Ghana Export
Promotion Council
(GEPC)

Minister of
Trade &
Industry;
consultants
paid for by
donors

GEPC Expand production of pineapples
for export. Provided soft loans,
assistance in accessing planting
material from Ivory Coast, and
assistance in production and
marketing.

Agriculture
Diversification
Project,
Horticulture
development
component

1991-
1999

Initially GEPC, but
responsibility was
shifted to the
Ministry of Food &
Agriculture
(MoFA).
Project design began
in 1988.

World Bank,
IDA credit
$ 16.5 million

Created the
Horticulture
Unit in MoFA
as the project
implementation
unit

Horticulture component objectives:
(1) develop technical packages for
pineapple production and other
horticulture export crops; (2)
technical assistance on marketing;
and (3) develop ‘pilot production
villages’ and resurface feeder
roads.

Agricultural
Services Support
Investment
Program
(AgSSIP),
Horticulture
Export Industry
Initiative (HEII)

2004-
2006

MoFA

Initiated in 2003
work on HEII,
because AgSSIP
was going to be
restructured

World Bank
IDA credit
($9.5 million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Activities: post-harvest infra-
structure; MD2 pineapple sourcing
& development; planting material
trials; research & development;
food safety & quality management;
and strategic support to the
industry (information and studies).

Trade and
Investment
Program (TIP)

1993-
1998

No government
institution
responsible. Liaises
with government
institution relevant
for activities.
Ministry of Finance
signs grant (?).

USAID
Project

AMEX
International

Support to individual enterprises in
non-traditional exports, support to
export industry associations, and
some financing support. Targeted
non-traditional exports included
agriculture (including horticulture),
textiles/garments, and value added
wood.

Trade and
Investment
Reform Program,
Increased Private
Enterprise
Performance
component

1998-
2004

(same as above)
In this component,
works directly with
producers.

USAID
Project
($60 million)

AMEX
International,
TechnoServ, &
CARE
International

Continuation of TIP. New addition
from TIP was focus on increasing
capacity of micro-enterprises and
linking microenterprises/small
farmers into production-marketing
chain for exports.

Trade &
Investment
Program for a
Competitive
Export Economy
(TIPCEE), Export
Business
Development
component

2004-
2009

(same as above)
Coordinated its
work more with
other donor projects
and with MoFA.

USAID
Project
($30 million
total for whole
project)

Chemonics
(in a consortium
including CARE
and
TechnoServ)

Continuation of TIRP. Originally
targeted high value horticulture
export crops, but later expanded to
include food crops. Initiatives
focus on market access and
strategic partnerships and on
development of information tools
for example on production
techniques, product standards,
financial management.

Market-Oriented
Agricultural
Programme
(MOAP)

2004-
2013,
in 3
phases

MoFA German
Technical
Cooperation
(GTZ) &
German
Development
Service (DED)

GTZ, DED,
MoFA

Components: Promotion of
selected value chains in agriculture
(including sugar loaf pineapple in
Central region & mango in the
northern region and Brong Ahafo
region); support to public sector
services in agriculture
development; support to private
sector organizations

Export Marketing
and Quality
Awareness
Programme
(EQMAP)

2007-
2012

MoFA. Initiated by
the Horticulture
Unit to be a
successor to HEII.

Project document
signed in 2005.

African
Development
Fund ($25.85
million) and
Government of
Ghana ($2.8
million)

MoFA,
Horticulture
Unit

Targets horticultural export crop
farmers and cassava producers.
Focuses on smallholders. Activities
include community-owned
packhouses, demonstration farms,
improvement of feeder roads in
production areas, marketing
strategy, certification schemes, and
regulating planting material
production.

Millennium
Challenge
Account (MCA)
compact in
commercialization
of agriculture

2007-
2012

Newly created
Millennium
Development
Authority (MiDA).

Government
submitted proposal
in 2005. Project
document signed in
2006.

US,
Millennium
Challenge
Corporation
($540 million)

MiDA, but it
manages a large
number of
implementing
agencies

Increase production, productivity
and competitiveness of high-value
cash crops and food crops. Three
projects: agriculture (training,
irrigation, land tenure, credit, post-
harvest handling, feeder roads);
infrastructure (main roads to air- &
seaports), and rural development
(community services, electricity,
rural finance institutions). Targets
60,000 farmers in 1,200 farmer-
based organizations. Operates in 23
districts in the south, Afram plains
and northern region.

(Continued)
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ANNEX B. 
MCA COMPACT WITH GHANA 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, 
1 AUGUST 2006

The five-year, approximately USD 547 mil-
lion, Millennium Challenge Compact aims at 
reducing poverty by raising farmer incomes 
through private sector-led, agribusiness de-
velopment. To this end, the program focuses 
on increasing the production and productiv-
ity of  high-value cash and food staple crops 
in certain areas of  Ghana, and on enhancing 
the competitiveness of  Ghana’s export base 
in horticultural and other traditional crops. 
The program operates in 23 districts in the 
northern region, Afram Basin region and 
the southern horticultural belt. The program 
consists of  three projects: 

Agriculture Project
• Farmer and Enterprise Training in Commercial 

Agriculture: Accelerate the development 
of  commercial skills and capacity among 
Farmer-Based Organizations (FBOs) and 
their business partners, including entities 
adding value to agricultural crops such as 
processors and marketers.

• Irrigation Development: Establish a limited 
number of  retention ponds and weirs re-
quested by the FBOs and FBO partner-
ships for whom access to water is critical 
to the success of  their businesses.

• Land Tenure Facilitation: Improve tenure se-
curity for existing land users and facilitate 
access to land for higher-value agricultural 
crops in the Intervention Zones.

• Improvement of  Post Harvest Handling and Val-
ue Chain Services: Facilitate strategic invest-
ments by FBOs and FBO partnerships in 
post-harvest infrastructure improvements 
and build the capacity of  the public sector 

to introduce and monitor compliance with 
international plant protection standards.

• Improvement of  Credit Services for On-Farm and 
Value Chain Investments: Augment the sup-
ply of, and access to, credit provided by 
financial institutions operating in the Inter-
vention Zones, providing seasonal credit 
to FBOs through commercial and rural 
banks, as well as through non-traditional 
channels such as input suppliers, and me-
dium-term credit through banks to finance 
capital goods such as irrigation and post-
harvest processing and storage facilities. 

• Rehabilitation of  Feeder Roads: Rehabilitate 
up to 950 kilometers of  feeder roads in 
eight districts in the Intervention Zones 
to reduce transportation costs and time, to 
increase access to major domestic and in-
ternational markets, and to facilitate trans-
portation linkages from rural areas to social 
service networks (including, for instance, 
hospitals, clinics and schools).

Transportation Project
• Upgrades to Sections of  N1 Highway: Reduce 

the bottleneck in accessing the Interna-
tional Airport and the Port of  Tema and 
support an expansion of  Ghana’s export-
directed horticulture base beyond current 
production, by upgrading of  14 kilometers 
of  the National Highway (N1 Highway) 
between Tema and Accra.

• Improvements of  Trunk Roads: Facilitate the 
growth of  agriculture and access to social 
services by rehabilitating or constructing 
up to 230 kilometers of  trunk roads in the 
Afram Basin region.

• Improvements of  Lake Volta Ferry Services: 
Facilitate the growth of  agriculture in the 
Afram Basin region by improving the ferry 
service of  Volta Lake Transport Compa-
ny that connects Adawso on the southern 
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shore to Ekye Amanfrom on the northern 
shore.

Rural Services Project
• Strengthening of  Public Sector Procurement Ca-

pacity: Support the development of  pro-
curement professionals and reinforce the 
capabilities of  the Government of  Ghana 
to procure goods and services, reinforcing 
execution of  the overall program and, in 
particular, the community services.

• Support for Community Services: Complement 
the Agriculture Project by funding con-
struction and rehabilitation of  educational 
facilities, construction and rehabilitation 
of  water and sanitation facilities and elec-
trification of  rural areas, and by providing 
capacity building support to local govern-
ment institutions.

• Strengthening of  Rural Financial Services: Auto-
mate and interconnect 121 rural banks that 
are private, community-owned banks, and 
provide other improvements in the nation-
al payments systems that will draw a large 
number of  people currently not served or 
under-served into the financial system.
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